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Candidates swayed by. Commission 
Govwnment officals told candidates who and who not to run against 
By JENNIFER LUPO 
Staff Writer 
were and were not incumbents 
and (were) speaking of senators 
who were almost guaranteed a 
seat and not worth running 
fact it wasn't anyone on the 
Elections Commission, it was 
somebody who sits on the Ex-
ecutive Branch," Rodda said. 
Chris Marlin, Student Gov-
ernment president, said he was 
unaware of the coaching; 
"I can't comment on that 
Some candidates in this against." 
year's senate race have admit- Glossman was specifically 
tedtobeingadvisedbytheElec- told not to run against Woody 
tions Commission on who they Brown, candidate for seai 13 in 
should and should not run the college of Arts and Sci-
against. ences, who he was told was on 
"I don't want to say any names. because I don't know what the 
I had members of the Elections situation was. It's hard to react 
According to some candi- the 0-team, last years home-
dates, people in the Student coming King and also in a fra-
Government workroom, includ- temity. 
ing, current senators, election Shannon Martin, candidate 
commissioners and members of for seat 17, said, "I was told not 
the executive branch told them to run against certain people 
who it would be best to run and Woody Brown was one of 
against. them due to his popularity. It 
''They were saying things wasn't one person, but, if they 
like, he was homecoming King, were in 0-team or in one of the 
he was on 0-team and he is an fraternities, I was told not to run 
incumbent," said Brian against them." 
Glossman, candidate for seat J.R. RQdda, chair of the 
11 in the college of Arts and Elections Commission, denies 
Sciences. "There were many that any election commissioner 
instances when I was able to coached a candidate. 
speak with current senators who "I specifically know for a 
Commission sit in to make sure 
it wasn't happening." 
Linda Reale, candidate for 
seat 4 in the college of Arts and 
Sciences, said she was never 
coached. 
"We were told no coaching 
was to be allowed, but they were 
allowed to tell if someone was a 
cheerleader, on 0-team in ·a 
sorority, just their credentials," 
Reale said. 
She explained that the Elec-
tion Commission members had 
to be in the room during busi-
ness hours. She also said that 
the candidates were discussing 
different peoples credentials, as 
to whether they were in sorori-
ties or friends with other candi-
dates. 
Safety of · students 
in building studied 
By ROBIN LONGAKER 
Staff Writer 
Students who suffer from headaches 
after attending classes in the Visual Arts 
Building may not have gotten the pain 
from the professors. 
The Visual Arts Building is the sub-
ject of an Environmental Safety study to 
detennine if the building is afflicted with 
the "Sick Building Syndrome." 
According to a study published in 
Sick Building Syndrome, "A building is 
characterized as a sick building when its 
occupants complain of health and com-
fort problems that can be related to work-
ing or being in the building." 
Symtoms include headaches, eye, 
nose and throat irritations, dry cough, dry 
or itchy skin, dizziness and nausea, fa-
tigue and sensitivity to odors. 
The study was apparently initiated by 
a complaint from a student assistant, 
"Michael," who works in the building. 
"For the past 13 school days I have 
had severe and migraine headaches from 
what I believe to be print shop or print 
making fumes," said Michael. "I have 
also had a problem with the nonnal air. 
"One particular day I had a severe 
allergic reaction from what I believe to be 
from mold or mildew," he said. 
"It would go on day after day," he 
continued. "I would complain, but people 
started thinking I was a hypochondriac." 
Robert Reedy, chairperson of the 
Visual Arts Department, has a different 
view of the situation. 
"I am confident that the report will 
say there's nothing, absolutely nothing, 
wrong with this building," he said. 
"There's still construction going on in 
here, but I don't think there's anything 
OSHA [Occupational Health and Safety 
Association] would come in and shut us 
down for." 
Jim Uhlir, assistant director of the 
Environmental Health and Safety Depart-
ment, said they are looking into the build-
ing because of a complaint made. 
He said the study is "about 70percent 
finished," but could not give details since 
the study is pending investigation. 
Some of the factors they are looking 
into include temperature, humidity, air 
flows and sources of possible air pollu-
tion. 
to rumors, its actually not un-
common for a Student Govern-
ment member to help a fresh-
man as to a person's social sta-
tus-if they are a member of a 
cluborfratemity," Marlinsaid. 
- Brown, who candidates 
were told not to run ·against, 
was unsure if he was going to 
run. He said he was dropping 
out of the race because of his 
course load, his fourupper-level 
science classes, his expected 
graduation in the spring and his 
job as graphics coordinator for 
the Office of Student Govern-
ment. 
"I'm pretty close with Rob 
(Morris, Brown's roommate 
and fraternity brother) and I told 
him I was thinking of backing 
out the second to the last day," 
Brown said. 
Brown also said that Morris 
felt he couldn't win against the 
people he was running against. 
On the last day to declare 
candidacy, Morris signed up to 
run in the seat where Brown 
was uncontested and was plan-
ning to drop out of. As of Mon-
day evening, Brown still hadn't 
dropped out of the race. 
If candidates did not release 
their holds by Tuesday at5 p.m. 
they would be dropped from 
the race. Both Brown and 
Morris had holds on their 
records as of Monday night. 
"It wasn't as if it was 
planned," Brown said. "I told 
him I wasn't going to run and 
decided I wasn't going to run 
after that Wednesda~ night." 
Terence Dunn, director of 
Student Affairs in Student Gov-
Please see SENATE, pg. 5 
The Psychology behind 
the Citibank Classic Visa card, and the 
emotional security of the Photocard. The Citibank Classic Visa® 
instills in students feelings of safety, security, and general wellness not unlike those experienced 
in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards. <){ Some experts attribute these feelings 
to the Citibank Photocard, the only credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, "This 
is me, really me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?"-a common response to the photo 
Subject s1~fferi11gfm111 
Credit Card The.ft Nermsa. 
Subject after receil·ing Citibank 
Classic Visa Photornrd. 
on one's driver's license.) It's an immediate form of 
ID, a boost to your self-image. 1 Of course if your card is 
ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from using it, 
you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs of Credit 
Card Theft Nervosa). qr Other experts point to specific 
services, such as The Lost Wallet'"' Service that can replace 
your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Cos-
tomer Service line, your hotline, if you will, for any card-
related anxiety whatsoever. qr Further analysis reveals three 
services that protect the purchases you make on the Citibank 
Classic Visa card, at no additional cost. 1. Buyers Security'"' can cover them against accidental 
-
damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase1 (preventing, of course, Insecurity). 
2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty'"' allows one to extend the warranty for the expected service 
life of eligible products up to 12 years.:! 3. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best 
price. You need only see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank 
will refund the difference up to $150 1 (hence no Post Purchase Depression). <){ Special student 
savings are particularly therapeutic. There's the free Citibank Calling Service'"'from MCI to save 
up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T.~ (You're encouraged to call Mom and Dad regu-
larly preventing Parenta Non-Supportus.) And a $20 Airfare Discount-+ on any domestic flight. 
(Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a 
possibility.) Not to mention the low variable interest rate of 15.4%5 and no annual fee for college 
students. 91 Suffice it to say, you'll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit 
history. So call 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19, to apply over the phone (students don't 




to your Citibank Classic Visa card. <JI If we say that a 
en ·e of Identity is the first component of the Citibank 41U 
·~128 0012 3'J5t,, 1S90 
Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and 
. VISA 
a . ense of Autonomous Will from your newfound 
financial independence the third. don't be crazy ... Call. Not just Visa. Citibank Visa. 
Certain wnd111on' and cxduwin' ap[ll). Plca'c rdcr to ;our Summar; of Add111onal Program Information. Buyer' Security i' underwrinen by The Zurich International 
L K L1m1tcd . 'Certain rc,lm:llon' and hm11a11on' appl). Lnc.Jcno,r111en h; ~he :\cv. Hamp,hirc ln,urancc Company. Service lire expectancy varie' by product and i' at 
lea'I the m1n1mum h.,,ec.J on retail 1ndu,1r; Ui.lta Dclail' of cmcragc arc a1.ailahlc in your Summary of Addi11onal Program Information. 'Saving' claim i' 
ha,cd on a Ill-minute mght/v.eckenc.I Lall :n the I.YI I to :l.OOO mileage hand u'ing .'VICI\ Care.I Compatihility rate' v,. AT&T' \tandard ealling card rate'. effective 
4/93. Ci11bank Calh11g Scn1cc long dl\tanlc u'3gc cannot he applied to ohtain hcnelit' under any other "VICI partner program or offer. induding travel aw.ird program,. 
'Offer expire' 6/\fl/94 \1inimum 11cket purcha'c rricc "c;,100. Rchate' arc for C111hank 'tudcnt cardmcmhcr' on ticket' i"ued hy ISE Flight' only. 'The Annual Percentage 
Ra1e for purcha'e' 1' 1.5..t'~ a' of X/lJJ and ma) \ar; quarter!; . The Annual Percentage Rate for ca'h advance' i' 19.Wlf. If a finance charge i' impo,ed. the 
minimum I\ .50 cent\. There j, an additional finance charge tor each ca'h ad1.ancc tran,action equal to 2'.lf of the amount of each ca\h adV'Jnce tr.m"1ction: however. 
1t v.111 not he h:'' than c;,:!JJO or greater than c;,10.00. :vlonan:h'· :\olc' arc puhh,hcd by :vlonarch Pre". a divi\lon or Simon & Schu,lcr, a Parnmount Communication' 
Compan) L-.cd h) rcrm1"1on of 1he puhh,hcr. Ci11hank crcd11 canh arc i\,ucd h)' Citihank rSouth DakolaJ. :\.A. ID 199J Cilihank (Soulh 0-.ikota). .A. Member FDIC. 
The Monarchfl Notes Version: 
The Citibank Classic card gives 
students peace of mind, protection 
against Freud-or rather fraud-a 
low rate and no fee. Apply ~oday. 
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NEWS BITS 
0 The Nontraditional Student 
Association will begin weekly 
infonnal briefings in room 214 
of the Student Center from 
10:30 a.m. to noon on Thurs-
days. Form ore information call 
381-1584. 
0 CAB is sponsoring the UCF 
College Bowl Tournament, 
which is planned for the week 
of Oct. 25-29 from noon to 2 
p.m. each day. CAB needs 16 
teams to participate, and the 
winner will represent the uni-
versity at the Regional Touma-
ment in Georgia at Bainbridge_ 
College in February 1994. 
Students interested in en-
tering a team may contact Brian 
Glossman or Mark Wagner at 







By BRANDY PEKTOR 
Staff Writer 
Tough decisions are what col-
legc is about, but try deciding be-
tween a year of college and a year 
as Miss Florida Melinda Miller 
had to make that desicion in 1992. 
Miller, who was actually first 
runner-up in the Miss Rorida con-
test, received the crown when 
Leanza Cornett became Miss 
America . 
"I never realized how much I 
would miss school, but it was defi-
nitely worth it," Miller said. 
Miller became involved in 
pageants as a senior in high school. 
Her biggest inspiration is her 
family, mostly her older brother 
and sister. At times there were two 
sets of adults raising her, which, 
she says, "means I spent a lot of 
timetryingtokeepup."Thattaught 
her to "reach a little further." 
She said the secret to her sue-
cess was not one tiring but "a lot of 
little things," among them was her 
being "very motivated and driven, 
and ~icallywillingto worlchard." 
What would swprise mo~ 
people aboutMilleris that, accord-
ing to mends, she is a shy person, 
and she has an haid time talking to 
people her own age. However she 
can be outgoing when she needs to 
be. 
Now back in school, she is 
pmruing adegreeinradio and tele-
vision broadcasting and plans to 
work in frontofthecameraas a TV 
broadcaster. After she graduates, 
Miller hopes to attend law school 
because the training works well 
\\'ith broadcasting. 
Miller says she hasn't given 
upon pageants, and she has plans to 
competeforthe titleofMissFlorida 
in 19'J4. 
0 Dr. Henry Whittler, biology 0 Upcoming CAB events: 
professor and Director of the 
Arboretum at UCF, will talk Thursday, Sept. 30 
about the flora of the Movie: Blues Brothers 
Econlockhatchee River at the 6:30 & 9 p.m. SAC 
Florida TrailAssociationMeet- Sunday, Oct. 3 
ing. It will be held at 7:30 p.m. Movie: Bill & Ted's Excel-
Oct. 14 at the United Methodist lent Adventure 6:30 & 9 p.m. 
Church on the comer of Aloma SAC 
Ave. and S.R. 436 in Winter 
Park. For more information Tuesday, Oct. 5 
contactVanTaylorat275-8507. Band: Edison Shine 9p.m. 
0 UCF's United Faculty of 
Florida Chapter is having a fo-
rum on "A Discussion of the 
North American Free Trade 
Agreement." It will be at2 p.m. 
Oct. 13 in room 206 of Phillips 
Han. For further infonnation, 
contactJay D. Jurie at 823-2604. 
SAC 
0 The first of four video confer-
ences withNASA scientists will 
be held in the Education Build-
ing Room 125 from 2:30 p.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. Oct: 5. It is de-· 
signed as an update for teacher 
grade K-12. For more informa-






Right now, at select locations, 
Wendy's is introducing the 99¢ Quarter Pound Double Stack. 
Two patties of fresh beef served hot off the grill and 
stacked with cheese, pickles, onions, mustard and ketchup. 
Nothing stacks up better. 
The 99¢ Double Stack is 
available only at these participating locations: 
11251 University Blvd. Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Trail 
3717 S. Orlando Ave., Sanford 459 S. Orlando Ave., Winter Park 
*Net weight before cooking. 
~The best hamburgers fil!l anc1 a whole lot more: 
ua l 
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Rub-a-dub-dub, some Greeks in a hot tub 
Fraternities and sororities use Hot Tub Marathon, Anchor Splash to raise money tor charity 
By MICKIE MA TRISCIANI 
Staff Writer 
This year Greeks at UCF are getting 
Wet 'n Wild and diving into both local 
and national philanthropies. Lamda Chi 
Alpha Fraternity and Kappa Delta So-
rority conducted a 50-hour Hot Tub 
Marathon to raise funds for flood vic-
tims in the midwest on Sept. 22-24. 
"For 50 continuous hours AXA and 
U had a pair of members in the hot tub. 
Money was raised through pledges and 
donations, both prior and during the 
event," said Doug Matthews, vice presi-
dent of AXA. 
Why would anyone associate a hot-
tub party with philanthropy? Joe Justin 
and Matt Bonin of AXA read of ot.per 
chapters' success with the marathon in 
their national magazine. 
it is important to contribute to the resto-
ration of the mid west and learn to have 
fun at the same time." 
Delta Gamma Sorority gets their 
feet wet in philanthropy by coordinating 
what is one of the most popular 
fundraising projects at UCF, Anchor 
Splash. 
Laurie Kennedy, i1f's foundation 
chairman, said, "Anchor Splash raises 
money every year for Sight Conserva-
tion and Aid to the Blind. This year we 
raised approximately $3,000." 
i1f encourages all fraternities on 
campus to compete in water sports such 
as synchronized swimming and the 200-
yard medley. Mostofthemoney is raised 
through selling Anchor Splash T-shirts 
and in the Penny Drop event. 
"All the fraternities save their pen-
nies and then drop them in a bucket. 
Whichever fraternity accumulates the 
most pennies wins a trophy. This gives 
an incentive for everyone to partici-
pate," said Kennedy. Jill Krueger/FUTURE 
Matthews said, "This is our first 
year participating in the marathon. AXA 
joined U in this event to make it more 
fun and to increase the amount of money 
raised." 
Lisa Patania, president of U, said, 
"U is proud to have had a chance to 
extend our help to the mid west. We feel 
Kennedy said, "I would like to thank 
all of the fraternities and people who 
participated this year; it could have never 
been a success without them." 
Nathan Polley, Leslie Komarnitzky, P.J. "Flash" Santiamo and Mike 
Sassano (from left to right) sit their shift in the hot tub to raise money tor 
midwest flood victims. Polley, Santiamo and Sassano are brothers in 





us a call and 
tell us about 
it at 823-
8459, or 









Get excellence fu dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with. 
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people 
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and 
comfo1table care for over eight years. And I'd like you ' 
to experience my personalized care, too. So please 
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only 
S24, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment. 
Only for U.C.F. SLudents with Valid 1.0. 
George Y arko, D.D.S. 
Certified: Dental lmplant Prosthetics 
Member: American Dental Association, 
Academy of General Dentistry, Academy for 
Sports Dentisrry, Florida Dental Association, 
Greater Orlando Dental Society 
Team Dentist: University of Central F1orlda1 
$24 complete dentarexam and consultation 
(an $89 value) includes: 
Health history taken • Check for loose fillings or 
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer 
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped, 
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check 
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get 
treatment recommendations 
Call today, because this offer ends 1it )O, ')Ii 
East Orlando Dental 
17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817 
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr.) 
Call 282-2101 
It is our office policy that the patient an<l any other person responsible for payment has che right to refuse co pay, cancel payment, or he reimbursed for parmcnt for any other serdce. examination . or tre;t111ic·n1 \\'hich b 
performed as a result of an<l within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free, discounted fee, or reduced fee service , examination. or 1rc.:a1111c111. 
L1 T L1 Fraternity 
WITH LIVE DJ 
''CAN YOU FEEL IT?'' 
Saturday Oct 2nd 
9pin at The Delt House 
Considering the paper is 
due tomorrow, aren't-rou 
glad we're open all night? 
At Kinko' s you'll find the computers, printers and software 
you need to meet challenging deadlines. 
,-------------
! 1 /2 OFF COMPUTER RENTAL- - -1 
I ~ring this coupon into t~ Kinko's listed and receive 1/2 off per hour on self-serve, I 
I m-storecomputerrental ture. One coupon per customer per visit Not valid with other I 
I offers. Good through HY31/93. 
ki 
I 
: ~rs-~;ishours. nko·s· : 
I 12215 University Blvd. b h I 
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From civil rights to UCF's administration 
Valarie King uses her past in tumultuous Atlanta to bring understanding to UCF 
By KISHA DUNN 
Staff Writer 
King has seen a side of American woman, had to do. During her 11-year ten- dismayed at what the future 
the Civil Rights movement "It was a very oppres- ure at Bethune-Cookman may hold in store. 
that few have seen. sive society.:.there came a College in Daytona Beach, "When I see on TV 
She modestly speaks of time when it had to stop." King was given a grant to people killing each other, I 
"There was a role for 
those who chose to remain 
in school" back in 1963, at 
the height of the Civil Rights 
struggle in the south, says 
Dr. Valarie King, then a 
freshman at Spelman Col-
lege in Atlanta. 
how she and ' ' work in sev- see the potential for us [the 
her fellow eral Eastern United States] to end up as 
stud en t s Eu r o p e an dysfunctional as Yugosla-





to house and 
feed activ-
ists who had 
been beaten . 





King recalls "It is unbelievable that 
her time in it is the same place." 
what was then King also believes that 
Yugoslavia as students today have a much 
"some of the_ harder time than those in the 
sixties. 
As interim director of the Students 
office of Minority Student at that time 
services, Dr. King contin- would buy 
ues to play her role with as one or two 
much purpose as she did ~O textbooks 











"I can, t say things are 
that much better; overt seg-
regation doesn't exist any-
more. 
years ago. 
While at Spelman, King 
took part in marches for 
equal rights and supported 
students who had dropped 
out to become more actiye 
in the movement. 
"Your feet would hurt 
you, but you would get up 
the next day and do it again," 
said King. 
for a groups 
of students. 
They would give the rest 
of the money their pa~ents 
had given them for books to 
students who were more ac-
tive in the movement. 
Playing a role in the 
Civil Rights movement is 
something King seems to 
think she, as an African-
vices 
After leaving Spelman 
in 1967, King went._, on to 
hold several ·positions in 
education and mental health 
all over the country. She 
has also spent three years as 
a captain in the U.S. Army, 
as well as working on an 
assignment for the Pentagon. 
Election process flawed, says SG officer . . . 
From SENATE, Page 1 dent government has estab- stud_~nt government. This year, 
lished with the student body." 50 seats were open for prospec-
"It wasn't as if it -was After making these com- tive senators. 
planned," Brown said. "I told ments, Dunn, Marlin and In order to declare candi-
him I wasn't going to run and Wendy Wesley, Director of dacy, candidates must get ape-
decided I wasn't going to run Public Relations went in to tition of 50. student signatures 
after that Wednesday night." Marlin's office. When Dunn from within their college. The 
Terence Dunn, director .of returried, he said he could not petitions had to be turned in to 
Student Affairs in Student Gov- answer any more questions. by Thursday. 
ernment, believes there was a When asked about the meet- Friday morning, the lis~ of 
wrongdoing in the senate elec- ing, Marlin said he was just potential candidates were turned 
tion process. reminding Dunn that as an ex- over to the office of Student 
"When there is an opportu- ecutive branch employee, he Affairs: who verified if each 
nity to cast a vote on a particular wasn 'tto comment on elections. candidate was a UCF student 
candidate and that opportunity ·According to Mike Bosley, and was in good standing. 
is taken away , then that disal- election commissioner, Brown After checking the list, the 
lows the students to choose their and Morris are still officially office of Student Affairs re-
representatives," Dunn said running against each other. turned the list back to the Elec-
"At any time when it looks "There is nothing in tl}e efec- tions Commission, who posted 
like there has been some at- tions statutes that would pre- the ballot of all eligible candi-
tempt to circumvent the pro- vent that; it may seem unethi- dates . 
cess, that has the potential within cal, but its not," Bosley said. · Reasons for ineligibility 
itself of damaging the good Each fall, elections are held were holds on records or a GP A 
reputation that this year's stu- for Senate positions within the of less than a 2.0. 
-------
ARBOUR VILlAGE APARTMENTS 
n600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando,_ FL 32826 • 282-7333 
STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS 
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTM.ENT HOMES 
• Private Clubhouse • Breakfast bars 
• 2 pools & sauna • 25 acres of wooded atmosphere 
• Complete fitness center • Generous closet space 
• Sand volleyball court • Window coverings 
• Lighted tennis court • Fully-equipped kitchens 
• Lighted basketball court • Minutes from UCF 
• 2 laundry facilities • Laser bus right to school 
• 24-hour emergency maintenance 
Directions: From University Blvd., 
tum right on Alafaya Trail, on the 
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east), tum 
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left. 
OFFICE HOURS: 




She also spent time in 
West Africa. On her time in 
Nigeria: 
"I was accepted, I didn't 
feel the_ need to have my 
guard up," she said. 
For all the progress the 
world has made since the 
sixties, King is somewhat 
. ToMikEddiEs 
T RAvEl & EvENTs CooRdiNATOR 
A much more subtle 
form has taken its place. 
Young people today can't 
detect the subtleties." 
Dr. King believes that 
UCF does have the potential 
to make things better here 
on campus. 
"We have to make a con-
certed effort.especially in . 
education, to work to-
gether." 
Toll Free: 1-800-392-8253 
Phone ( 407) 677-9285 · 
IL1()\¥ 1tlill?ll'T ~~ 
AlllV-t= All?~S 
131Jt' N1()W tiU1f3~ l[)ll,1()()U~T' 
"A Leisure Resource Company" 
2008 N. Goldenrod R~ Orlando, 275-8790 
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Kennedy expert 
presents cover-up 
theories to UCF 
By ROSIBEL MONSERRAIB 
Staff Writer 
He went into detail on how the 
evidence was tampered with 
after the assassination and on 
conflicting accounts of what 
Seventy-five people lis- happened on Nov. 22, 1963. 
tened intently to Bob Harris The lecture was extremely 
speak on John F. Kennedy's specific. 
assassination and its cover-ups - Harris' lecture is backed by 
Sept. 21. physical evidence, witness tes-
Who Shot JFK? Covert timony and declassified docu-
Action in America was spon- ment~. 
sored by the Campus Activities "It was great," said 
Board as part of the Hot Topics MauricioGarcia,apoliticalsci-
Lecture Series. ence major. "It was a serious 
Harris' study of the matter, with a lighter side." 
Kennedy assassination began ''The lecture reinforced 
as research intended to poke [my] past views on the whole 
fun at conspiracy theories. event as far as the magnitude of . 
However, he recognized that the cover-up," he added. 
indications of an intelligence The truth of what actually 
operation were rampant. happened will never be known. 
He told of how the Mafia Allthe"real"evidencehasbeen 
wanted Kennedy out of office, destroyed, according to Harris. 
how the FBI looked the other He does not believe any signifi-
w ay and how the CIA sup- cant infonnation will be found 
pressed documents, before and in the currently classified FBI 
after the assassination. files. 
Kennedy's crackdown on 
UCF's Judiciary 
Students in trouble use system 
written warning to counseling. In-
By REBECCA TIIOMAS fonnalandfonnaldispositionscan 
Staff Writer be community setvice or a written 
account of the incident, including a 
''John,'justgotcaughtcreat- descriptionofwhattookplace,dates 
ing on his statistics final-oow and witnesses. 
what does he do? ''The goal is to find out what 
AssistantDeanofSrudents took place, what's wrong with the 
Pam Mounce named cheating behavior and to hopefully change 
as one of the most common future behavior," said Mounce. 
infractions on campus. Other If the administration decides 
common infractions include that the incident needs a hearing, 
harrassment,threatofabuse,lar- then one of the Student Judicial 
ceny, sexual misconduct and al- Boards gets involved. 
cohol on campus. "Because the violation occurs 
However.~ginfront . theed . nal . . . 
f the Stud t 
A ~ • R . m ucano enVIronment, 1us 
o en ~uarrs ev1ew he . d ·a1 ,, 
B ard · nl fthe . a anng an not a m , Pam o ISO yoneo vanous . M .d 
measures taken when a viola- ounce sat · 
tion occurs. 
The first step taken, once a 
violation occurs, is to write out a 
violation rerxnt A judicial of-
ficer is aiµ>inted by the dean of 
students to detennine whether 
ornotthecase implies dismissal, 
administrative action or infor-
mal or fonnal disposition. 
Administrative action can 
include anything from an oral or 
The judicial boards consist of 
the Student Government judicial 
counsel, the residence hall judicial 
boan.1, the Panhellenic CoWicil ju- · 
dicial boan.1, the Interfraternity 
Council judicial board, the National 
Panhellenic CoWicil judicialboan.1, 
and the special judicial board when 
there are special circumstances to 
·be considered. 
If the violation is serious 
enough, the lx>ards may issue 
sanctions against the student, 
which can range anything from 
a disciplinary warning to sus-
pension (a studentcamot attend 
classes) or expulsion (a srudent 
maynotreturnto UCF). Mounce 
guessed that there were fewer 
than IO expulsions peracademic 
year. 
Just like any judiciary sys-
tem, appea!s can be made. 
Most appeals are made if 
the student fails to receive due 
process,ifnewevidenceappears 
or if the student suffers severe 
and Wiusual hardship from the 
penalty. 
But, the boards prefer the 
appeals to remain between the 
students and the administration 
rather than involving parents or 
attorneys. 
Mounce also wanted to 
stress that any student is subject 
to punishment, and even if the 
violation is handled by the po-
lice department, the student will 
also be subject to school sanc-
tions. 
organized crime angered Mafj~ 
leaders. 
"The. warnings [for the as-
sassination] were there, yet the 
Kennedys were nevernotified," 
Harris said. 
"IF YOU NEED DWDRK-TD 
The eviaence does not add 
up, according to Harris. There 
were no fingerprints, no mo-
tives, no confessions, no bul-
lets and a weapon that had not 
been fired. 
Then, miraculously, Lee 
Harvey Oswald's [the alleged 
killer] palm print appeared on 
the murder weapon after he was 
killed by Jack Ruby two days 
later. 
Harris illustrated how pic-
tures printed in magazines of 
the time were distorted. For 
example, three Oswald pictures 
printed in the same issue were 
different sizes, after scale was 
taken into account. 
In one of the pictures, ex-
perts say Oswald's body posi-
tion could not have been main-
tained; he would have lost his 
balance. 
In another issue, another 
man appeared as Oswald. 
According to Harris, the 
bullet that authorities say killed 
Kennedy does not show evi-
denceofenteringhisbody. The 
same bullet is said to have hit 
two other people. 
"I enjoyed it [the lecture]," 
said Tracy Balkham, senior Stu-
dent Center secretary. ''It's very 
interesting to hear the physical 
evidence presented and how it 
doesn't add up to what the gov-
ernment is telling us." · 
Harris kept the audience 
interested with his abundance 
of details on the assassination. 
GET TH D H SCHOO , 
YOU NEED TO IEE UPS:' 
I * I 
~ 
"I need two things to get through 
school: good grades and money. I can 
take care of the first all by myself, and 
UPS is helping metake care of the 
second. They gave me a part-time job 
that really pays. 
"I make almost $10,000 a_ year for 
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a 
week. But get this, UPS has student 
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000 
a year for college. Compare that 
anywhere e~se. I also got my choice of 
schedules-mornings, afternoons or 
nights. My work hours fit around my class 
hours. Most students work in Opera-
tions. But you might get something in Ac-
counting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or 
Customer Service. 
"No other company offers more.to 
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get 
what you need to get your diploma." 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or more information about 
UPS, see your school's career 
development or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
M/F/Disabled 
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US. 
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Mary Beth Jackson 
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Michael N. Okaty 
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Tommy "Bo" Locke 
Seats 
asterisks were on 
hold as of Sept. 27 . 
They must acquire a 
hold rekase in order 
to run for the seat. · 
Republican teaders discuss party future at symposium 
By MICKIE MATRISCIANI 
Staff Writer 
Bringing the Republican 
Party back into them a j o ri ty and 
maintaining the principles of 
the founding fathers was the 
subject of a symposium held by 
the UCF College Rep~blican~ 
Saturday in the University Din-
ing Room. 
CaptainRobertLamar Bell, 
who is campaigning for gover-
nor of Florida, said, "Florida is 
an open political field with pre-
dominately Republican lean-
ings." 
Bell explained his 
grassroots campaign, which 
would enable the government 
to build from the bottom up. He 
also talked about his plan to 
limit taxes and make better use 
of the money the govemrrient 
already has by eliminating waste 
and rechanneling money. 
State representatives Tom 
Feeney and Daniel Webster 
spoke of the significance of the 
Republican party as "the party 
Jill Krueger/FUTURE 
Bill McCollum speaks at UCF's College Republicans' symposium 
on how Republicans need to control government. 
future." tory ot~e doqiestic war [drugs, 
Feeney focused on the teenage pregnancy, teenageho-
downfalls· of the Oip.ton ad- . micide, high school drop outs, 
ministration. "It was a histori- and illiteracy]. 
cal moment when· Clinton was Director of Registrar and 
able to raise taxes before he got Admissions, John Bush, who is 
into office," he said. running for mayor of Winter 
Accordjng to Feeney, the Springs, said, "We can change 
CollegeRepublicansareimpor- things if we want to, only if we 
tant to the future success of the get involved, at any level. It 
Republican Party and to the vie- wi,11 work." 
Bush has been at UCF for 
11 years and has admitted to the 
challenges and problems of 
obtaining the classes that are 
necessary for graduation. 
"Leadership that listens" is 
Bush's campaign theme, which 
summarizes his intent to en-
courage young people to meet 
and become more informed 
about public officials. 
Bush also emphasized the 
health care issue. 
"Taxes are going up for a 
health care plan ... " he said, "but 
I think taxes must go- down in 
the other sectors of local, state 
and federal government." 
Congressman Bill 
~cCollum (R-Fla.) referred to 
government as "the reigns of 
power that must be led by Re-
publicans." 
"In Washington, we've 
[Republicans] had control of 
the White House and gover-
nors, butwedon'thave the con-
trol of the most important legis-
lature-the Florida House of 
Represer.tatives." 
McCollum 's aspirations 
include obtaining 15 to 20 more 
Republican seats in the House, 
which would be a total of 197. 
Mc Collum attacked 
Clinton's health and budget 
plans. 
"A comprehensive health 
care plan and the target plan is 
seriously dangerous," he said. 
He then directed attention 
to Rosemary Barquet, candi-
date for the local section of the 
Federal Court of Appeal. 
"Barquetis symptomatic of 
other court changes," said 
McCollum. "She is very liberal 
3:11d all appointments of Reagan 
and [George] Bush are going to 
be opened up." 
McCollum ended his pre-
sentation by stressing free legal 
services representing the poor. 
"The liberal dogma under , 
Clinton will hurt free legal. ser-
vices representing the poor," he 
said. 
"We need Republican votes 
and majority because Clinton is 
clearly wrong." 
Disability Week, Debi Kane teach people understanding 
By :MICKIE MATRISCIANI 
Staff Writer 
She's active in more than 
six organizations on campus, 
has a 3.7 overall GPA, and she's 
coordinator of UCF's first Dis-
ability Week. 
Is she Superwoman? No. 
She's Debi Kane. 
Kane is one of the 1,000 
disabled students who attend 
UCF. She has been disabled 
since age three, when she con-
tracted rheumatoid arthritis. 
Kane is the leading force in 
bringing Disability Week to 
UCF. 
"Disability Week is a cel-
ebration of abilities,"Kane said. 
''The main objective is Lo in-
crease the self esteem of the 
disabled students and to increase 
awarenessofthosestuderitswho 
are not physically challenged 
with the hardships of getting 
around school and getting in-
volved." 
The week's festivities be-
gan on Monday, when faculty 
members got around campus 
by wheelchair to experience 
how it feels. 
"It is impossible for any-
one who is not handicapped to 
really relate to the challenges, 
but it is a beginning for under-
standing," Kane said. 
Faculty members attended 
a luncheon and enjoyed a pre-
sentation by disabled students 
and a comedy act by Kane. 
Students took the opportu-
nity to use wheelchairs all day 
long to get to class, bathrooms 
and restaurants Tuesday. 
"Students who participate 
will get a lot out of this , " Kane 
said. "Hopefully when people 
stare at them, they won't do the 
same to those who are really 
disabled in the future." 
The Orlando Magic will 
play a wheelchair basketball 
game against the Univerity of 
North Florida Renegades on 
Wednesday. The Renegades 
are a wheelchair basketball team 
from Gainesville. The Magic 
will also be in wheelchairs. 
Doors open at the Orlando 
Arena at 6:30 p.m. and admis-
sion is free. 
The game will resemble a 
' ' Being ·a 
handicapped 
person is not 
taboo. 
-Debi Kane 
carnival. Raffle tickets will be 
sold, and there will be a booth 
for caricatures. The raffle will 
be the main source of funds. 
"The basketball game is 
very exciting because it is for a 
good cause that includes lots of 
humor and fun," Kane said. 
There will be a panel of 
experts on physical and mental 
handicaps Thursday. 
The panel will be answer-
ing any questions the audience 
may have. 
The importance of this week 
is learning. 
"It's just a touch that 
changes people's lives posi-
tively and helps bring them 
closer to those who are dis-
abled," Kane said. 
"Hopefully there will be 
some dialogue between those 
who are handicapped and those 
who are not. This will be ben-
eficial to the realization that 
being a handicapped person is 
not taboo." 
Kane's main concern is 
wheelchair accesc: ibility on 
campus. 
"For example, the counsel-
ing center is not properly 
equipped for wheelchairs." 
Kane said. ''This forces disabled 
"We don't have the same 
advantages as able-bodied stu-
/dents." 
"I hoi)e disabled students at 
UCF and on other campuses 
will get more involved. Many 
people facing a handicap feel 
that they should come to cam-
pus, go to class, and go straight 
home." 
Kane is famous for her ca-
pability to get involved. She 
hopes that people would want 
to follow her wheel tracks. 
"I don't think I am a role 
model for other disabled people. 
I believe I am a trail blazer, and 
I want the trail to be leading all 
students, disabled or not." 
Kane hopes for next year's 
"Celebration of Abilities" will 
be a five-day event rather than a 
four-day event. 
Kane, the ADA coordina-
tor for Student Government, 
students to have to resort to will also be visiting other 
other locations and making ap- · schools to recommend how to 
pointments that can be incon- make their campuses more ac-
veniencing. commodating for the disabled. 
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Does anything exciting ever happen to 
you? Do you feel as if you've been 
wronged? Do you see cases where 
justice hasn't been carried out? Is there 
anything around campus you would 
like to read about? If the answer is yes, 
call the Future News Desk at 823-8459. 
Victim Advocate Program display 
highlights Crime Prevention Fair 
r--------------------, 
:voN SCHMELLING'S: 
: MARTIAL ARTS FAMILY CENTER : 
I ~ ~--- I 
: f\T;·· Free Trial Class! (~) : 
12175 Aloma Ave. I 
~!~!~~~~~------~~~~~~~ 
~ 
LC COMPUTER CORPORATION i? 
4075 L.B. McleodvRoad, Orlando, FL 32811 (/-4 W. Exit 32) 
~ 
Tel: (407) 648-2144 I Fax: (407) 648-2130 
486DX-33 4860X-33 486DX-33 
Multi-Media System 4MB RAM VESA local Bus System 
• • • 130 MB H"d Di•> with 32 bit video slot mcfudmg 1.2 & 1.44 Floppy Drive $1495 Sony 31A Internal ~ 14" Intra SVGA Monitor DP .28 
CO ROM · 1 MB Trident VGA Card UPGRADE& 
~ 101 Key K•yb0<trd Sound blaster Card · 2S/1P/1C NETWORK 
MS DOS 6.0 Window 3.1 Mouse SERVICE 
$1750 $1395 One Year Warranty for Labor & Parts 
386SX-25 $950.00 3!36SX-33 Motherboard $105.00 
3360X-33 $1050.00 14" Super VGA Monitor DP .28 $255.00 
3860X-40 64K Cache $1075.00 9600 Fax Modem $55.00 
486SX-33 DLC $1150.00 2400Modem $30.00 
486DX-50 256K Cache $1550.00 9 oin Serial Mouse $10.00 
486DX2-66 256K Cache $1650.00 101 Keyboard $20.00 
By TIM TRAMONTANA 
Staff Writer 
October is National Crime 
Prevention Month, and to cel-
ebrate, UCF's police depart-
ment is holding the Fifth An-
nual Crime Preven~ion Fair on 
Oct. 6. The theme forthis year's 
fair is "A Safer World Celebra-
tion." Events are scheduled all 
day, starting with the A wards 
Breakfast at 8 a.m. 
Various local law enforce-
ment and social service organi-
zations are scheduled to attend, 
and will be promoting crime 
prevention and safety. Special 
guests Vince and Larry, The 
Crash Test Dummies, and 
McGruff The Crime Dog are 
also expected. 
Demonstrations will be 
given by K-9 officers as well as 
apprehension scenarios by U CF 
bicycle patrol. Other displays 
will include exhibits from stu-
dent organizations such as Stu-
dent Escort Patrol Services and 
the UCF Safety Committee. 
Self defense presentations 
will be given by Valencia Com-
munity College instructor Mike 
Kranz. Security vendors will 
also have tables set up, display-
m 
College Book & Supply 
"Th S d ' F . d" . e .. tu . en t s .. ·,ri.en .. 
' .. .. 
I 
Specializing in $aving Students 
$$"$ 
on Used Textbooks 
Soon to have a complete 
collection of UCF ,. 
College Book & Supply 
12209 University Boulevard 
Orlando, Florida 32817 
memorabilia 
and . accessories. 
















ing safety products. Prizes, 
donated by area businesses, and 
refreshments will be given out 
throughout the day. 
"We've got a few things 
that we think should interest the 
students. We hope we can 
present it in a fun way, but at the 
same time, it's mostly serious 
infonnation and we really want 
them to learn it," said Sgt. 
Sandra McOendon of the UCF 
police. 
The last event of the day 
will be the Jazz Jam from 7 p.m. 
to 11 p.m. in the Wild Pizza. 
Jacqueline Jones will be per-
fonning as well as students 
UCF's Jazz Lab. Admission 
for the Jazz Jam is $2 with stu-
dent ID and $5 for general ad-
mission. 
Victim Advocate is one of 
many UCF crime prevention 
organizations that will be at-
tending the fair is Victim Ad-
vocate. 
Victim Advocate is a pro-
gram that addresses the needs 
of victims of rape, sexual bat-
tery, stalking and harassment. 
An Advocate is available 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week to 
help the victims of violence. 
Information concerning 
victims rights and referral to 
counseling are given to anyone 
who needs help. 
All contacts with the orga-
nization are kept completely 
confidential. Although police 
reports are encouraged, they are 
not necessary for infonnation 
and referral assistance. 
Victim Advocate works in 
conjunction with the Univer-
sity Police Department; how-
ever, Shirley Santillana, a full-
time student, runs the program. 
This gives the program even 
more confidentiality. 
"I wish students wouldn't 
be afraid to come in and talk to 
me," she said. 
Santillana is not a police 
officer and is not required by 
law to give out any confidential 
infonnation. 
Other services Victims 
Advocate provides is crisis in-
tervention, emergency shelter 
and medical help, assjstance 
replacing credit cards and IDs 
and general advocacy for the 
rights of victims. 
In the past three years, there 
have been a reported eight ag-
gravated assaults and three 
rapes. These statistics, how-
ever, do not represent the ac-
tn :i 1 raleofoccurrencesbecause 
most rapes go unreported. 
/JEANA'S SHIN ART STIJD/fJ 
Licensed, Award Winning 
Female Artist 
DEANA LIPPENS 
lndi,id1111/ expression wit/I 
11 life time 91111r11ntee 
Fine Line Designs. Freehand. or Cover-ups 
Body Play-~rotic Piercing & Jeweliy by Appointment-Call Today! 
14180 E. Colonial Dr. 







Kaplan invented test prep . 
And we regularly re-invent 
test prep as the tests, 
teaching methods and 
technologies evolve. 
But we do so carefully. 
The changes we make are 
tried at selected ite , and 
proven to work- which 
means optimizing results 
for you. 
GRE•GMAT•MCAT•LSAT 
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Clinton's National 
Health Care Package 
proposes ref or ms 
P resident Ointon revealed his heaith-care reform package to a JOmt sess10n or Congress Sept. 22. According to Ointon, the package, 
called the American Health Secunty Act, 
would provide health care for all Americans as well as 
reduce rising health care costs. 
According to the plan, health care will not be 
denied because of a person's health, employment, 
income or health-risk factor. The government would 
establish a national standard of quality care, which 
theoretically would lower administrative costs by 
standardizing insurance-reimbursement fonns. This in 
tum would create increased competition for a uniform 
package outlining prices and services and would give 
people a basis for choosing their policy. The combina-
tion of savings from lower administrative costs and 
increased competition is thought to bring rising health-
care costs under control. 
It is still unclear whether the Ointon proposal could 
positively impact health care or just create another 
wasteful government bureaucracy. However, the need 
for some type of reform is ·readily apparent. 
Recent statistics report that 63-million Americans 
will lose their health insurance in the next two years. 
Currently, 37 million have no insurance, and 22 
million have inadequate coverage. 
The desperate state of our health-care system was 
probably best exemplified by the personal experiences 
relayed to President Clinton during a recent town 
meeting. One woman worried that her present health 
insurance would soon be too sparse to provide for her 
son, sufferring with neurological damage from a near-
drowning accident. A man who could not work due to 
his HIV infection mentioned that he was unable to get 
treatment because most doctors would not accept him 
under Medicare. Another story revealed how an 
elderly woman was forced to choose between buying · 
prescription medications and food. 
While many of us cannot relate to such deplorable 
conditions, health care is nevertheless an issue that 
invariably impacts students. . 
Many working students who are no longer on their 
parents' policies realize how easily they can lose their 
insurance if they change their jobs or suffer a debilitat-
ing illness. Students with children have the added 
worry of providing adequate health care for their 
dependents. 
Health care is such an important issue for students 
because the type of coverage offered by prospective 
employers will be effected directly by the current state 
of the health-care system. The rising costs of coverage 
caused by paperwork and bureaucracy will continually 
drain the wages we make in our new professions, and 
adversely will effect our coverage. 
It is in our best interests to become involved in the 
issue of health-care reform. There are still many 
unanswered questions concerning the costs, imple-
mentation and projected savings caused by Ointon' s 
package. Students need to voice their opinions now to 
our representatives before any health-care reform 
legislation is passed. 
This is an issue that will affect us for the rest of our 
lives, and we need to be certain that refonn insures 
health-care security for all and not just create another 
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Cuban plight is largely ignored 
I t seems, in this country, that an issue does not become important to Americans until somehow it impacts us personally-like something that inter-
rupts our television viewing habits. And so, until it does, 
modem Americans remain virtually unaware of critical 
issues that should be given attention to. 
Ouropenly-selective American "free" press undoubt-
edly has had a large part of the responsibility for this 
social phenomenon. It is for this reason that I would like 
to share an issue which Central Floridians, like most 
Americans, are not informed about at all. 
Being an American-born son of Cuban exiles, I grew 
up in Miami, which for the past 30 years has been home 
to the largest concentration of Cuban exiles in the world. 
So it is not surprising that I grew up hearing the stories of 
the Cuba of yesterday-a rich paradise where freedom, 
technology and prosperity abounded, when the Cuban 
peso was worth more than the U.S. dollar. 
Nor is it surprising that the news media in South 
Florida has caught on to the political and economic 
power of Cuban-Americans, making it a point to address 
news and views that concern the population. 
Orlando television stations and newspapers rarely 
give viewers and readers any ideas of the goings on of 
Cuba. Nobody here is interested. But that doesn't make 
it any less important. · 
If only you could see the smuggled videotapes of 
people on the island. They walk around practically 
naked, for there are no clothes to wear. 
They stand in line for up to 12 hours to receive their 
weekly food rations, which consist of three eggs and four 
stale rolls per family. 
. Fleets of bicycles and horse-drawn carriages roll 
down the grand avenues of La Habana, passing old 1958 
Fords and Oldsmobiles. This is not Church Street. With 
no fuel to run them, the antique cars stand only as 
monuments, relics of a more prosperous time. People are 
turned away from hospitals to die because there are no 
medicines, supplies, nor any equipment with which to 
treat them. 
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Sixteen-hour-long blackouts are a common practice 
in the nation where the bright neon lights of cabarets, 
casinos, moviehouses and restaurants once lit up the 
night sky of the island playground. 
Now, people are lucky _to have running water in their 
conderrined apartments. It is as if Castro had turned back 
the clock ... to the Stone Age. 
And yet, north of the Dade County line, few people are 
aware of the horrors that go on in Cuba. The political 
prisoners (my best friend's father was one, my roommate 's 
father still is) tell stories of human rights violations 
similar to the ghastly Bosnian/Serbian ordeal. 
Amnesty International, where are you? 
The color-conscious clothing retailer Benetton re-
cently made a move to open a chain of retail stores on the 
island that would cateronly to tourists, meaning it would · 
be illegal for citizens to shop there. Not that they could 
afford it. This action supports the Communist Castro 
regime in Cuba. 
I don't need to tell you that this action isn't being taken 
lightly by Cuban exiles. In fact, Cuban activists in the 
United States have organized a worldwide boycott of the 
Benetton clothing chain in protest of this action. 
If you don't wish to prolong the suffering of people 
under Castro, don't buy Benetton. If you do, know that 
you are supporting the slow mass-murder of an entire 
people. Desperate times demand these drastic words. 
Perhaps knowing this, more people who were simply 
unaware of the plight of the Cuban people will start to 
care and make some noise and express concern for such 
an important issue. 
A full stomach. Freedom. Human rights. Family. 
These are things we all take for granted. And yet, only 90 
miles from our shores, people know nothing else except 
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Lessons learned in college reveal a mother's love 
I was born in Virginia, raised in Pennsylvania After 18 years ofliving at home experiencing 
thebestoftimes,theworstoftimes, 
and everything else that ran the lfjlllfflJlll 
spectrum, I had arrived at the con- expecting to see her staring at me with tears in her eyes, 
clusionthatmymotherknew abso- knowingthesewerethelastfew days we' dspendtogetherfor 
lutely nothing. That may not be a a long while. That day never came. 
verynicethingtosay, but you don't It was time for my family to make the long trip back to 
know this woman. Pennsylvania. The room got very quiet, and suddenly, the 
For the life of me, I could not understand how a woman woman with whom I had taken great pleasure in arguing had 
who traveled the same rocky road as I as a teenagermanaged wrapped her anns around my skinny littkbody with tears 
to lose all knowledge of what's real/cool. The final years at ···•flowing from her eyes like saltwater streams. Not only was 
home, we argued about everything from a curfew, to money, this an unusual situation because it was unexpected and I was 
to tone of voice, to asking, "Just who do you think you are?", somewhat confused, but she was crushing me so hard I could 
to which, of cotirse, I always had a smart-ass answer. The barely breathe. 
biggest argument, however, stemmed from her desire to Whywasshecrying?Shewassodamnanxioustogetme 
keep me close to home for college, which challenged my out of her house. I thought the woman was going to do the 
notion to getas far away from that black woman asl possibly Running Man right out of the donn. Nope. She cried. 
could. Don't getme wrong, I was never beaten physically or I never Wlderstood this ... Wltil last week 
mentally,andbothparentswereexcellentproviders. I'mjust I like my car. Actually, I love my car. It's not sporty; it's 
spoiled rotten. not extravagant. I like to call it ''nondescript'' It's used, but 
Nonetheless, my leaving for college in Florida was the it's nice. However, everything on my car doesn't always 
best fuing that could have happened for both of us. I wmk. It's a coin-toss if the air conditioner will work, and if 
rememberafteranygivenargument,mymotherwouldsay, I pray really, really hard, both headlights work simulta-
"I can't wait for you to get the#&@!@ out of my house!" neously. But still, it's my baby. 
Can't you just feel the love? A friend of mine, a freshman, with a particular homesick-
That August, my family drove me to Orlando to begin ness for his girlfriend, was seeking a way to spend a few days 
school at UCF. My mother seemed indifferent They stayed with her while he had some time off. I would have loved to 
the week exploring and generally just doing ''the tourist havegonewithhim,butlwasbusy.Beingtheloyal,trusting, 
thing." Every day that week, I looked at my mother, brain..ctead friend I am, I offered. my car to my friend, 
In Limbo 
knowing I would save the day, solving his problem. 
Before he left, I gave him a few rules to follow: 
1. Be careful! 
2. Be careful!!! 
3. This is my car, be careful! 
4. Call me when you get there. 
Be careful? What the hell was he going to do? I knew he 
would be careful. He was probably just as tenified as I was, 
but still, I had to say it 
Mymothereventoldmethatitwasn't I whom she didn't 
trust, it was everyone else. Now I know how she felt. My 
friend is a very good driver, and it wasn't he whom I didn't 
trust. It was those other guys--maniacs and drunks, they 
were my concern. Have you ever forgotten to call your 
parents or guardians to tell them that you' re all right? 
Remember how upset they were? I understand why now. 
This was a good lesson for me. The example is not quite 
the same, since I did not give birth to my car or raise it Wltil 
age 18. In fact, I've only had it for four months. I guess that 
gives perspective to the situation with my Mom. Despite the 
arguments-the many, many argument~ere were good 
times. The parties, the vacations .. . the laughter. Home 
wasn't such a bad place to be. Not at all. 
I'll be 21 soon, and since I've been at school, I look at my 
mothermuchdifferently. She 'snotonlyintelligent, butshe 's 
the smartest woman I know. She 'svery beautiful and strong, 
notonlyspiritually-shecouldkickmyassifneedbe.Itmay 
havetakenmeawhiletoleam,butlthinkshereallylikesme. 
Loves me. In fact, I know she does. 
Now I'm a thousand miles from home, and sometimes I 
miss the arguing. That's where the love was hidden. 
Call your mother. 
Ton Whitten 
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The ghosts of 'Generation X' swallow Ms. Pac-Man 
-L astFriday, something 
sad happened; there 
should have been a 
ceremony, replete with teary-
eyed women and stoic, clean-
shaven men. The whole cotton-
pickin' 18 to 30-year-old age 
group should have been there, 
eyes cast downward, hands trembling, stomachs weak: 
we all should have been there to witness The End. 
LastFriday, Ms. Pac-Man was expelled from the UC6 
Arcade. 
You would think that Douglas Coupland, Eddie 
Vedder, and every other hip cat who has converted my 
generation into the profitable media phenomena known 
as "Generation X" would have been there to tell us what 
to think about The End, but alas, it was just me and my 
fellow College Book and Supply employee Lee. Only 
Lee and I knew that to the guy who hauled the ancient 
arcade game to his pick-up truck, it was just one last job 
to do before a Friday night of Milwaukee's Best drinkin' 
and Steven U rkel watchin'. 
Only Lee and I understood. This wasn't farewell to 
Inky, Blinlcy, Pinky and Oyde, this was more, much 
more. We knew what we had to do. We walked out of 
Java Jabber's and bowed our heads in silence. The sun 
was setting over University Shoppes, and Ms. Pac-Man 
leftthestripmall. Wewentbacktoourfrijolesnegroscon 
lllltlllf '"'~lll!lll!lll 
arroz dinner knowing that nothing would ever be the 
same. 
You see, friend, there used to be a time when our · 
generation wasn't controlled like lab rats by the media 
and entertainment industry. We didn't make that much 
·money mowing lawns and babysitting, so we were pretty 
much ignored. MTV was mercifully naive: they were too 
busy playing videos by the Go-Go's and Triumph to 
realize how much power they had (now they know all too 
well). No one had us pegged yet; we were free to play Ms. 
Pac-Man and Combat on our Ataris without anyone 
telling us how "lost" and "confused" we were. 
But then we got pubes, a credit card or two an~ a 
Stussy hat. Before we knew it, the "Generation X'' myth 
was born, perllaps the greatest money-making scam in 
recorded history. 
I'm amazed that more people don't see that the people 
who are doing their damnedest to define our generation 
are those most likely to cash in (i.e. club owners, fashion 
designers, the music industry). You can almost hear The 
Man say, "You're young and angry/alienated/bored/ 
depre~,here 's The Edge/two hits of acid/Gap Qothes/ 
grunge music/Details Magazine. Have fun, and by the 
way, fun isn't cheap." 
I don't think we 're "Generation X" so much as we are 
"Hippies: The Sequel." Nothing much has changed in 
the last 20 years except the hairdos. Like 20 years ago, 
our so-called counter-culture is divided into two groups: 
those who want an alternative to the mainstream, and 
those who want to get laid. 
I hoped for something more from our generation, but 
then I go to The Edge and realize that what passes for 
"youth culture" in the Year of Shawn Merithew's Lord 
1993 is basically a kid-tested, Tipper Gore-approved 
way to get your ya-ya 's out, devoid of frivolities like self-
expression and ideas. 
The days of Ms. Pac Man are gone forever, and in their 
place are the days of U2-worshipping cretins shaking 
their cellulite-white asses to self-loathing British bands 
with big hair and bombastic voices.Isn't corporate youth 
culture just dreamy? 
Well, I guess that's all for this week; I have to go run 
from God. Some wise person once said that you should 
respect the man who is searching for the answer to life's 
questions and fear the man who claims to have found the 
answer. Amen to that. brothers and sisters. 
One more thing: that infernal Lazy-Bastard Party 
keeps pestering me to tell you thatLazy Bastard annbands 
are available in all of the new hot fall colors. To show 
your support for The Great Lazy Bastard Uprising, 
contact the Future office, and someone will gladly give 
you the supersecret Lazy Bastard Hotline number. 
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Why Not? Chris Besaw 
The nature of Christianity's mission is revisted 
I was ov_erjoyed when I read the "Le Soapbox" column written last week by Brian Costello. His remarks and attitudes are the perfect lead-in for 
what I wanted to write about this week: Why people 
run from God. However, I would like to address a few 
points that Costello provided. 
First, I was entirely happy to be counted among the 
"Jesus Freaks" to which Brian referred, because this 
means I am taking a visible stand for Christ. Second, 
I would point out to him and others that Christianity 
is not a religious "cult"-it is a way oflife. Christian-
ity does not even resemble the definition of cult that 
was printed on the front page in last week's issue. 
Christians are not called to force the Gospel down 
people's throats. We are simply called to make people 
aware that Christ died for their sins so that they could 
escape hell and know the true joy in heaven. A 
commitment to Christ is a personal decision that 
cannot be "forced" upoq anyone and can still have 
life-changing effects. 
Third, it is a sad fact that many organizations do 
pester and pressure people in the name of religion, 
posed. You will see the reality of God in their lives 
through everything they wrote. 
Everything Brian Costello wrote in his column 
was a perfect example of a person running from God. 
We want to.believe that we are in control of our own 
and that some TV evangelists do use Christianity to lives and that we can do whatever we want. without 
gain wealth for themselves. This is not the case for the having to answer to anyone but ourselves. We there-
great majority of Christian believers. We do not seek fore deny the existence of the Eternal Judge. This 
gain for ourselves, nor do we twist your arm in the causes some to resist Christian influence to the point 
name of Jesus. Christians are, however, called to of anger and hostility. 
fight the moral decline of our nation. While the past I have lived on both sides of the fence. I became 
did have its share of problems and Christian men did a Christian after my first party-hard, "feel-good" year 
make mistakes (like Salem), today's level of moral of college, and I am just telling you that Christ IS a 
decline remains unparalleled. reality that has changed my life. I have friends that 
Finally, 49 out of just over 50 founding fathers have been with me through both stages of my life and 
were Evangelical Christians. Thomas Jefferson was they can attest to the changes that occurred. 
faithful to that slave with whom he had the affair, and If you don't like the Christians you meet and how 
would have married her had society permitted it. they present themselves, that's fine. You can find 
George Washington's belief in God was reflected in your answers and learn for yourself first hand how 
his letters from Valley Forge. Stop reading historical much God loves you by reading The Holy Bible. 
opinion. about the lives of the founding fathers and go · Editor's Note: Since we have devoted sufficient space 
to the books and letters from which they are com- regarding this topic, this debate is considered closed. 
Get ready to gain insights into European 
currency, traffic and large quantities of food 
R ecently, in an effort to gain insights into the Euro-pean currency crisis, not to mention large quanti-ties of weight, my family and I went to Italy. 
Our plan was to rent a car and drive around on winding, 
picturesque Italian roads. Because we are international travel 
sophisticates, we went in the middle of August, which is 
when the entire population ofltal y, including statues, goes on 
vacation. It turns out that the No. 1 Italian vacation activity 
is to get into a car and drive around on winding, picturesque 
roads, at approximately the speed oflight 
I imagine that some traffic maneuvers are illegal in Italy. 
For example, you 're probably not allowed to drive your car 
over a uniformed police officer without signaling. But other 
thanthat,prettymuchanythinggoes. Whenwepickedupour 
car in Rome, I asked a man for directions; he told me to start 
by driving the wrong way up a one-way street 
"Isn't that a one-way street?" I asked. 
"Yes," he said, shrugging. "But who reads the signs?" 
As far as I could tell, in 10 days of driving around Italy, 
there is only one strict traffic regulation: You are Nar 
allowed to be behind another motorist If someOOdy is in 
front of you, you MUSf, by law, get past this person, even 
if you are on a winding, hillside road the width of a strand of 
No. 8 spaghetti, next to a humongous cliff. Several times I 
was passed by drivers who, as far as I could tell, got past me 
by driving right off the cliff's edge, so that their cars were 
briefly hanging right out in space, the way the cartoon Road 
Runner does. 
We wereonmanysmallroads, becausewestayedinsome 
picturesque hill villages built a thousand years ago by people 
who put massive stone walls around them to indicate that 
these villages wereneverintendedforautomobile traffic. But 
you have to tty to drive in them anyway, to reach your hotel 
111;1111 
To do this, you follow a series of arrows, apparently put up 
by prankster villagers, which lead you through a winding 
maze of streets, sometimes passing the same point four or 
five times before reaching the center of the town, where the 
pranksters laugh and laugh as you inch your car through 
streets so narrow that they make the winding, hillside road 
look like the New Jersey turnpike, with stone walls practi-
cally scraping your car on both sides and even overllead, so 
that you appear to be driving inside ancient Roman air-
conditioning ducts, clenching the wheel in terror, convinced 
that you 're about to drive into somebody's living room. The 
only indication that you are on a legal automotive thorough-
fare is that occasionally an Italian driver will pass you, if 
necessary, by driving on your roof. 
Once we reached the hotel, we did fine, thanks to my 
sopnsticatedintemationalknowledgeofltalian. Ihadmemo-
rized the Italian expressions for' 'I do not speak Italian," and 
''Do you speak English?" As a result, on two occasions, I 
strode confidently up to the hotel desk person and stated, in 
crude Italian, "I do not speak English" 
Fortunate! y, the Italian are low on snoot, so we were 
treated well, despite communicating like tourist-versions of 
Tonto ("We stay in room with toilet, yes?'"). We ate many 
wonderful meals in Italian style, wherein they keep bringing 
you more courses, and when you finally stagger away from 
the table, they follow you to your room and stuff food into 
your mouth while you sleep. We also saw several hundred 
trousand imi:x>rtant and historic ruins, cathedrals, statues, 
paintings, frescoes, mosaics, arches, relics, etc., which even-
tually formed one massive unforgettable throbbing historic 
blob in our minds. 
At one point, we were in a very important church in 
Venice, and a guide was pointing toward the historic spot 
where St Marte was entombed, and my son, looking im-
pressed, said, quote, 'TIIE St Marte?" 
But of all our experiences, the one I remember most 
vividly was when we were in the Dolomite Alps, an area of 
historical importance and spectacular natural beauty, and I 
realized-as perllaps such visitors as Hannibal and Napo-
leon had realiz.ed before me-that our passports were miss-
ing. So I reported this loss to the local police, who typed up 
and handed me a detailed document that I believe said, in 
Italian: "The people holding this document have no idea 
what it says, but it will certainly get them out of our hair. 
Thank you." 
In my sophistication, I actually believed that this docu-
ment would be an adequate replacement for our passports. 
You can imagine how comical this seemed to the authorities 
when we gotto the Milan airport and attempted to leave Italy. 
Soourplanetookoffwithoutus,andwegottospendawhole 
extra day in Italy, rearranging our travel plans and nying to 
prove to the American Consulate that we were Americans 
andshouldbe~mrittedtoretumhome.Duringthisprocess, 
I thought a lot about Sheik Omar Abdel-Rahman, whom our 
govenunent cheerfully admitted despite the fact that he listed 
his occupation, on his visa application, as ''TerroristLoon." 
Not that I am bitter. 
Anyway, we eventually got home, bringing with us 
valuable insights into the European currency situation, the 
main one being that if you go over there, you srould bring a 
lot of it 
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GREEK CORNER ROOMMATES 
Br~wn and beige sofa. Dinette set. 
Queen-size bed. End tables. Must 
sell. Maribette or Laura 384-6235. 
Charlie's Place in Oviedo now hiring Childcare Fridays 9:15-11 :45. $4-
part time waitresses. Flexible hrs to $5 per hour. Call 366-8540. 




WP6.0, editing, APA, etc. 366-0538 
Delta Sigma Pi Mission Bay delx 2 Bed/2 Bth female CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn up 
Happy B-day Jon. Prepare to meet non-smoker, no pets, $345 mth., 678_ Almost new microwave oven for 
I $75 C II 381 9014 0 897 to $2,000+/mo. Summer and Ca-other Delta Sigs from the region at 5113 sa e, · a - r -9676 - reer employment available. No 
the officer training school in Atlanta 1-------------1 · +---------------1 experience necessary. For more 
this weekend. Thanks to Marcia & informationcall 1-206-634-0468ext. 
the social committee for arranging Female roommate $250 mo. & 1/2 
·1 c II · 671 674 Jon Boat $300. Metal surf racks C5418 our events. Pledges, keep up the ut1 · a evenings - 0. $25. Weight bench w/dip bars $60. 
goodwor~B~~cthm~wa~hing.~-----------· Pro~~leyballn~$75 . ~ttciubs ~----------~----------~ 
Proud to be a Delta Sig!!! Roommate needed 2 bed/2 bath w/bag $5o. Surfboard $75. Call Front desk clerk for apt. manage-
1-- ----------1 apt., smoker ok, $240/mo. + 1/2 277-2282. ment, no experience nee., prof. Academic papers/resumes. Rea-
Zeta Tau Alpha utilities. 436 & Univ. area, call 671- +-------------~ dress a must. Lake Buena Vista sonable rates. Near UCF + VCC; 
Congrats to Kristine Meeks-Pike's 8136. area, flex. hours, full or part time 277-6946. 
Southern Belle! Also, congrats to,____ ___________ , Macintosh Plus computer w/built-in avail., $6.50/hr. Call Christine eve-
- monitor. Perfect for students. Le-the new pledge class officers. Zeta nings only 282-9544. 
loves their pledges. <E<l>E-N-ZfA Roomate wanted ASAP to share cal ad agency has nine to sell-
ZIAM TLC apartment, big bedroom and pri- $550 ea/obo. Also have five print-
vate bathroom, $240 a month plus ers-$150 ea. 629-9484. ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Stu-
1---------------; 1 /2 of utilities, walking distance from !------------~ dents Needed! Earn up to $2,500+/ 
Alpha Kappa Psi UCF. Leave message, 823-8601, mo. in canneries or on fishing ves-
Thanks for the party Kim, great ask for Sidd. Sofabed $150• Drafting table $60• sels. Many employers provide 
Pledge retreat. Big Bros, teach1----------- - - 1 Good shape, call 390-7132· Room & Board & Transportation. 
TYPING SERVICES: Term papers, 
manuscripts, reports, theses, etc. 
Work done quickly and efficiently. 
Spell check used on all papers. 
240-6371. 
your Little Bros the ways of AK'¥. M/F non-smoker to share 4-bed/3- 1--------------1 No experience necessary. For more 
Remember, united we stand, di- bath townhouse. Own bath, W/D, Magnavox 19" TV w/remote $170. information call (206) 545-4155 ext. 1--------------1 
vided we fall. Glad to be a Bro. ADC 13" TV w/remote $105. Al- A5418 d-washer, 1 O min. from campus, · 
1--- - -----------; $240/month,splitutil.,$100deposit pine cassette deck $99. 6-drawer 
679-9494. · dresser $65. Call 382-1794. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Fri. 10/1 :EAE Happy Hour 5 p.m. til 
800 W "Sharp" microwave 2 yrs old 
Female roommate wanted to share excel. cond. $35, call 671-8244. 
WORDMASTERS 
Typing and Resume Service 
Since 1986 for all your student 
needs. IBM and Laser equip. Same 
day service avail. We've moved, 
call for info. 277-9600. 
??? @ UE House! Sat. 10/2 UE 
busride to football game: UCF vs. 
Yale. Good luck Knights! Susses 
leave UE House@ 11 :30 for tail-
gate party at stadium, see Fischer 
2BR/2 1 /2BA townhouse in curry +------- ------ ---' College bands wanted for Sloppy 
F d d 436 $280 th . Joe's college nite. Call Darek 382-
or an area, permon · Apple lmagewriter Printer-$150 7526. 1--------------1 
Call Laura at 382-3759. o.b.o., call Dave at 249-2206. 
for tickets ASAP. Sat. 10/2 UE's 1-------------i 
AUTOS 
Annual Pajama Date Party 10 P· m. Female nonsmoker $250 + 1 /3 util., 
@UE House. E's get your dates W/D, garage, 9 min. away from 
now! T. Drum & J. Centrella, it's a campus, please call 382-5339 or 
long run down Greek Park Drivel 240_756o, ask for Sonia. 
Ask Chat. Coming soon Ill UE's 1-------------1 1987 Honda Civic SI Hatchback-
19th Annual Rum and Reggae Party 
Oct. 3o. We'relookingtooutdoour Non-smoking roommate wanted to red 5 spd. AC, cassette, sunroof, 
UCF record-setting Bullfrog Party! share beautiful, clean 2/2 $4,800, 898-4563. 
townhouse off Goldenrod/Univer- t-------~--,-------l 
CLUB INFO 
I 
sity. $295. Call Ann Marie at 679-
0243. 1979 Mazda RX?_, $1,300 O.B.O., 
call' 678-8616. 
SERVICES 
· Free Money-For College 
No Joke! 
Millions-where· it is 
and how to find it 
Friee information, call 
(813) 328-3304 
FOR RENT Acura Legend, 1987, Grey, one Greeks & Clubs owner, very well maintained, auto- RAISE UP TO $1 ,OOO IN JUST 1 
matic, call Dave, 823-2976 or 365-
WEEK! For your fraternity, sorority 
-9320, $6,500. I b Pl $1 f t-=-------------1 or cu . us ,000 or yourself! 
KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735. 
Term Papers and Resumes at TER-
RIFIC rates, 281-8888. M-S 9-9 
WP 5.1 and Desktop. 
Typing-call Nancy at 671-7830. 
Five years with UCF. Reasonable 
rates. 
TUTORS ' The UCF Debate Team 
Interested in. debate, speech or 
drama? If so, you ought to be a part 
of our winning team!! Please con-
tact Deena Levy, Pres., for more 
info. 
For rent~3 Bedroom, 1 1 /2 bath And a free T-shirt just for calling 1-
townhouse at Pine Ridge. We pay 1987 Pont. Fiero, Sunroof' tinted 800-932-0528 e;_t. 75. Math tutor-college algebra, ana-
water and sewer. October special- wind.' ice cold AC, New paint, auto- lytic geometry, trig, calculus, 2 yrs. 
1---------------l $595. Call Attainable Properites, matic, 80k miles, $2495. 407-331- 1--------------lexp. BS Engineering, Call Wise Guy 
9334. Tutoring, 644-3536. 
Phi Eta Sigma Nat'I Honor Society 
If you are a student who has earned 
a 3.5-4.0 GPA during your fresh-
man year at UCF, you are eligible 
for <Pill:. Please call 823-5273 or 
365-6538 for more information. 
Inc., Realtors at 273-8937. Read books for pay. Earn $1 oo per 
title. Free details. Rush S.A.S.E. to 1------- --------l 
FOR SALE 
_HELP __ WANTED 
Wanted-student to sell affordable 
For sale-Mobile home east of UCF, hi-tech personal and auto security 
UCF Dive Club 63'x14', 2BR, 2BA, dryer, washer, products to fellow students. Great 
P.O. Box 14231, Gainesville, FL LSAT, GRE, GMAT prep 
32604 Orlando, Deland, Cocoa (407) 7 40-
1-------------10003 . 
Extra Income '93 
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 
1993 travel brochures. For more 
information, send a S.A.S.E.. to: 
Trave:l Inc., P.O. Box 2530, Miami, 
FL 33261. 
Next dive: Crystal River night dive covered carport, screened· patio, commissions! An opportunity to 
Fri. 10/1. Next meeting Thur 1017 home of recent grad. Must see to gen. a long-lasting income. Only 
5_7 p.m. in Student Center. Let's appreciate. $14K/obo. 679-3672 serious,aggressivepeoplepleasel 1--------------lFrom wimp to hulk. I will be your 
get wetl!I 1------------- 1 _682-4090 9 a.m.-6 p.m. phys. therapythesis/projectforfree 
6+ acres, 4 BR, pool home-just 5 Earn while you learn. $2,000 per if you help me complete my recov-
mins. from UCF & shopping! Ter- +-------------1 month-10to15 .hrs a week. For eryfrom back surgery. Call Bob at 
NEWMAN CLUB 
Come join us 
Catholic Retreat 
rific home & land. Horses ok. Re- appt. call 831-7889. (407) 282-8168. 
duced, $184,900. CRUISE SHIP JOBS! 
After Mass on campus Oct. 3. 
Help your relationship with God 
grow stronger. For more info, call 
281-4438. 
How much do you know about 
publlc relation.s? 
Lake Pickett area ranchette on 4.5 Students needed! Earn $2000+ 
acres. ·Charming home has fabu- monthly. Summer/holidays/fulltime. 
lous view of ·private pond. Re- World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, 
duced, $129,000. · Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift 
Steva Gay 366-3328 Shop Sales, Deck Hands, Casino 
ERA SunFlorida 365-8888 (800) Workers, etc. No experience nec-
992-1811 _ essary. CALL 602-680-4647, ext. 
*Ask Steva about condos & new C147. 
homes 
The P.R. Club of UCF will hold a1-----------1 
meeting Thursday Sept. 29 @ 9 Open House Oct. 2-0wn for same 
p.m. in Phillips Hall room 114. cost as renting! · Charming 212, in-
All malors welcome-so come side laundry/numerous extras. 
find out what you're capable of Close to campus. Must see. Call for 
dir. 282-5952. 
Campus representative needed by 
sportswear company to sell to f ra-
ternijies and sororities. Average 
$50 to $100 working one night per 
week. Call 1-800-242-8104. 





·substance Abuse . 
·sexual Assault 
Pick up application at 
Health Resource Center 




Raise as Much as You 
Want In One Weeki 
· t 1 oo ••. t60o ••• t 1 aoo1 
Market Applco11ons for C'"bank 
VllA, MCI, llEARI. AMOCO etc. 
Col for your FllH T ·.SHIRT ond t~ 
quotry for Fiii TRIP to MTV 
IPRINQ UIAIC 'H. 
NeedaroommateASAP? Placeyourc/a_i;sifiedadtndayatournew 
offices at 12243 University JJlvd, in lhe University Shoppes 







"DEF COMEDY JAM" 
SATURDAY, OCT. 2 AT 8:00 PM 
as seen on HBO 
now live at the 
Sept. 27th - Oct. 1st University Bookstore lO:OOam - 5:00pm 
••:m:·~ 
Tickets on sale at all 





Spec's, and . 
the UCF 
Arena or 
call for your 
tickets today. 
( 407) 839-3900 
This Saturday 
1 :30 • Citrus Bowl 
lillJl llllllll lllll/I 
• One Semester of Free Tuition 
• Five $150 Book Vouchers 
•Two $250 Flex·Money Meal.Cards from Marrioti 
• Two VIP Tickets to the UCF vs. Samford Home Game 
UCF 
Arena! 
• One Away Game Trip lo the UCF vs. Louisiana Tech Game 
·And More Don't Miss Out! 
·.· 




See bags at Columbian Leather & Luggage and the Campus Book Store. 
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September 29, 1993 
'Ifie. 'Entertainment Afagazine of 'Ilie. Cen-tra£ :Fforitfa :Future 
When I first approached the Fantasy Art .. ~·.Gallery down-
town on Orange Avenue, I did not expect itto ... ·~:·~· ·. actually have 
my personal fantasy (which is too racy to_,=~~· .: describe even 
in this publication) in a painting somewhere.· · But what it 
did have was what one would expect at this kind~· • . ... ~ of gal-
Only four main rooms housed the many bi e 
lery, and more. ~ 
and exotic depictions of scenes, some of which could pass 
for pictures. The paintings ranged from the s~i to the ~" 
absolute limits of the artists' imaginations (which have been V ~ 
expanded by the paint fumes). Reality was put o ld as swamp 
women stared at me with glowing eyes and wizards made their way 
through surreal landscapes. 
I would be lying to you if I said that th1e· ority of the 
art did not include women wearing little more · ust their 
skin. It is by no means pornographic, but rather i ems to 
these creatures in some natural state. Mermaids bask on 
fairies light on a lamppost or a simple human female 
shimmering pool. Women are recur- r e n t 
fantasy-art world, and the gallery 
variety of them all. 
a wide 
the Another theme 
fusing of the old with 
new. Stampeding cen-
taurs wield swords above 
their heads and cowboys 
atop steel horses chase a 
mechanical bronco. 
really cool painting that 





P~rk," with dinosaurs running amok in a huge 
the paleontologists have been replaced by 
warriors in gray suits. 
.. Science, lore, fiction, medieval Earth 
and the ~ :." Middle World are all fused together with an 
a c -~ tive imagination and the artists' gifted hands. Ge-
not spe-
nies, elves, abstract nudes, futuristic fighters, space 
scenes, metallic skeletons, sea creatures, evil clowns and 
musty swamp creatures run rampant, and we are allowed to 
step outside our reality and catch a glimpse of something beyond. 
And, of course, what fantasy art collection would be complete 
without paintings of perhaps the best recognized symbols of the 
fantasy world, dragons and knights. Good and evil clash once 
again, and the result is always dramatic and powerful. There 
however, some paintings that cou)d be hung in a gallery 
N at iv e 
cifically geared towards the abstract. Some incredible 
American scenes grace this gallery's collection, as 
ings of animal wildlife, mostly howling wolves well as paint-
and ominous owls. 
Gene Tip- ton, the man behind the fantasy art gallery, 
became frustrated when his brother Von Tipton's art was not being 
widely accepted. He decided to create his own place to display it. "In California 
and New York, fantasy art is sold through the mainstream. I think it's time to 
do it in Florida," says Tipton. He is currently planning shows to help fantasy 
artmake the transition back from obscurity by showcasing what he calls "light 
fantasy," meaning no dark fantasy and no nudity. Damn. 
•Tony Whitten 
Cartoonist/Revelation Writer 




the audience. A 
few crunching 
chords and the surges 
and the shoving would 
begin again. 
The Bats were in 
the typical opening act posi-
tion. The 
~ biggestap-
~-~~ ~Q~ ~;:ft~-is 
4 . r: -·· 6 ~-ourlastsong.Thanks 
\ 1. 
1 
for coming. Radiohead 
BAD RELIGION 
Music isn't music without dedicated fans. Punk rock isn't punk rock 
without a tie between its fans and the bands. 
Sometimes, though, too many f~J;um=punk,,,:,,, .. _ 
rockinto something less tQartWhatit should -:·:''''\::'\ .. 
be. Unfortunately, tQ.,afis what happened .xs· 
Friday night ~f the Station, __ . . .}',:::-· 
w~:~;:~r~~t· 
~:~? w. j Tbes e:~l~~j;J:;l:['~ 
t~r,5~" bands 
hay.~ beenreceiving 
riationatr.~£2g:m,;::::::·: .. : .. :=·==·==·===·"· 
tionlately, and, 
because of a huge turnout, the 
show lost its punk-rock close-
Don't let me take 
anything away from 
these bands; they are 
all great. But 
something just 
seemed to be 
is up next." At one point 
the bass player admonished 
the people in the mash pit say-
ing, "It seems to me you're tak-
ing up more space than you de-
serve." He suggested they pogo in-
stead. On a lark, they did ... for half a song. 
The Bats were an improvement over the techno-Euro-
dance hall stuff that was playing before they came on. Even 
BELLY continued.on RS 
RADIO HEAD 
Good? No. Great? No. 
Amazing? Close. Probably one 
of the best shows this fall? 
yeah, that'll do. rn' tell you 
what. Put together two 
hardcore bands with a pop-
punk headliner and surpris-
ingly enough, you've got a 
great show. It happened at Club 
Nowhere, and it got crazy when 
Greening, Bloodlet, and Tilt 
hit the stage. The three 
packed power. set the show 
flying, people jumping and 
eardrums delighting in some 
killer music. 
Greening opened 
the show up with powerlul 
straight-edge tunes. Bodies 
























The UCF Theatre is 
It's true. Neil 
is the first play of the season. 
"Rumors" is a 
gossiping that goes on in 
plot surrounds four 
The first couple walks in 
host having been shot 
what looks like at-
ingto protect the repu-




m on the real story 
back in order, the po-
start all over again; how-
than the first time around. 
starting Rumors. 
Simon's comedy, "Rumors," 
present-day farce about the 
today's high-society. The 
couples at a dinner party. 
on a touchy situation, the 
through the earlobe in 
tempted suicide. Hop-
tation of the host, the 
lies to the other 
run rampant. 
when everyone is ., 
and things seem to 
lice show up and the ies 
ever, even more elaborate 
"It's Neil Simon," says director and theater de-
partmentchairDr. :qonald Seay. "It's light comedy and light en-
tertainment. It's just zany, doors opening and closing, people in 
and out. It's just fun." 
The lines are challenging to this group of actors, who do 
an excellent job of concocting lies, being suspicious and spread-
ing rumors. The delivery was smooth, and there was no apparent 
mishaps on opening night. Each actor was prepared and appro-
priately deceiving or nai-ve, as their character called for. The 
relationships between the couples are believable and very funny. 
BeveRA~e 




24 Can Suitcase 
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO 
KINKO'S AND THE UCF CREDIT UNION 
Ken Gonnan, one of the leading male roles, 
is played by senior Dan Johnson. Johnson's perfor-
mance stands out in the play. He seems to be well-
suited for comedy, especially Simon's type. For part 
of the play he is deaf due to a gun shot near his head 
and he does a great job of misreading peoples lips 
and drawing laughter from the audience. 
Another standout perfonnance should be 
credited to Brook Hanemann, in the role of Claire 
Ganz. She plays a typical upper-class snoot who is 
quick to be suspicious and jump to scandalous 
conclusions. And she is never caught out of charac-
ter. For the initial play of the season, "Rumors" was 
a excellent choice. ~t's light and very funny. The 
acting was engaging, the set involving and the 
direction intriguing. The UCF Theater is to be com-
mended on its first production of the new season. 
•Jenny Duncanson 
Sports Editor 
IIBVELATION SEPT. 29.1993 R4 
NEIL SIMON 
· IF WE GAVE YOU ANY 
MORE FOO~.'f OU COULD 
FEED A F11tTERNITY. 
Ultimate Platter $3.99/Spaghetti and Meatballs, Fettucine Alfredo andManicotti 
Free unlimited breadsticks with dine-in orders 
Real Italian. Real Fast 
6 Orlando locations 




For more information call 
823-2060 
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TILT continued from R3 
swam the floor like swarming bees; the crowd was 
definite! yin sync with the music. This powerful hard-
edged band was just what was needed to set bodies in 
motion, and the anxious and energetic crowd was 
ready to take any chance to physically partake in this 
ritual. Things were getting crazy on the floor of Oub 
Nowhere. 
Now what was needed was another powerful 
kick in the ass to get the crowd moving again. That 
kick was provided by Bloodlet. Another Orlando-area 












the scene on 




low up those 
two great Or-
lando bands? The answer: TILT. Out of the East Bay 
of California, Tilt played one of the best shows I've 
ever seen. The band, made up of Cinder Block on 
Vocals, Jeff on Guitar, Pete on BassNocals, and 
Vince on Drums, got the crowd jumping. Tilt played 
great poppy punk tunes, and with Cinder Block's 
vocals and the .band's m1:1sical prowess, no one could 
argue with the greatness of this band. The audience at 
Club Nowhere was extremely enthusiastic to having photographerandroommaie,Jusrin. Andnoonemissed 
Tilt play their first encore ever. One word for their out on this deal. Cinder and Jeff bleached their hair and 
performance: great after a little coaxing, Vince gave in to dying his hair 
.----------------------. green. Pete 




the luxury of 
cable TV to 
stay interested 
in the hair 




tos, too much 
TV, and too 
little time, we 
all went to 
sleep, ending a 
very cool 
night. 
All in all, 
Tilt turned 
what would 
have been a 
boring night, 
for me, into an 
unbelievably 
enjoyable 
The night ended and Tilt was tired and needed 
a place to stay. Being as hospitable as possible, I 
invited Tilt to spend the night at my apartment and I got 
a chance to know the band more personally. All four 
members were extremely cool guests, and I did not 
regret opening my home to them. As well as having a 
fairly comfortable place to sleep, everyone had the 
bonus opportunity to get their hair cut and sty led by my 
even1ng. T1lt 
is on tour for its newest album, "Play Cell," available 
through Lookout Records. And keep in mind, if Tilt is 
ever in your area and needs a place to stay, don't miss 
out on an opportunity to ha.ng out with a great band. 
First Drink Free with UCF ID! 
Monday ~ight Football 
Girls drink free during game 
10 cent wings ... 2 for 1 drinks all night 
99 centmugs ... $3.50 pitchers 
@1:::::::::·::::::::1:::::::::::::1,::::·:::mn~•~§l11ili::::::'::::;i::::::l:::::i:·:i:i:i:::::w 
Free beer on the beach for the girls 
•Craig Mazer/Revelation Writer 






CUervo •.. Margaritas 
2 for 1 drinks and $3 .50 
pitchers all night 
Turtle races! Free cover 
$.25 draft on the beach 8 til 11 
ree Cover ... disco music 2for1 drinks ... $3.50 pitchers 
Thursday 
Lat:ln D'a.n.c.e: P'a.rty·· 
99 centCUbaLibra ... 99 cent mugs ofbeer ... $3.00 cover 
Friday 
Free happy hour buff et 6 til 8 pm 
$2.50 Long Island Ice Tea 
$2 .50 Sex on the Beach 
$3 .50 pitchers 
2 for 1 drinks ... Free Cover 
I &•fl p R 0 GRF.SSIVE 
atur y 
$.25 draft on the beach .. .10 till 12 




Dolphins score touchdown ... 
we pour! 
2 for 1 drinks 
99centmugs 
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B E L ·· L Y . 
BELLY continued from R3 
though they were from New Zealand and sounded 
like it, at least their music was real. 
Radiohead did their own little encore after 
their set. Yorke came on and did an acoustic number 
on his own. He was the darling of the night. He came 
on stage and flashed his boyish smile to the crowd, 
and they loved it. He could do no wrong. Then the 
band joined him, and they performed "Blow Out," 
the last song off of "Pablo Honey," which Yorke 
referred to as "the album." 
After a healthy intermission, Belly came on. 
Between acts, the crowd spread out and hit the drink 
stands, because the club was a furnace after the 
' . 
compression of Radiohead' s set. 
Belly was muchlooserthanRadiohead. To a 
certain extent, the crowd chilled out and settled into 
the groove. Belly didn't sound quite as clean as they 
did on their album, but that is probably to be expected 
from Tanya Donnelly, who before Belly was with 
Throwing Muses and the Breeders. Of course, it 
probably had something to do with the monster-
woman of a bass player who looked like she would be 
right at home playing for Gwar. 
Belly did most of their songs off of "Star," ·' 
plus a few others, including a coverof Jimi Hendrix's 
"Are You Experienced?" Donnelly had two l's re-
moved from her Marshall amp head so that it read 
"Marsha." She was very charismatic, turning from 
side to side with her Gibson SG and flashing a 
mischievous grin. 
Belly ended their set with a peppy version of 
"Slow Dog."ThenDonnelly came out with an acous-
tic guitar, joined by Yorke. Donnelly played 
"Untogether" from Star while Yorke added emo-
tional emphasis. She finished the song with her head 
playfully resting on his shoulder. 
Yorke left to an ovation, and Belly came on 
and did an extended version of"Dusted" to finish of 
the evening. The people all wandered out of the 
building. It was a good show. 
•Andrew Varnon/Revelation Staff Writer 
RADIOHEAD 
CALE ND 
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' (Offer expires onlywhenyou do.) 
Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you'll be eternally grateful. 
Because it's more than just a credit card that's free of annual fees forever. 
It's also an AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you a 10% discount 
on already competitive AT&T Calling Card rates. It's all part of The i Plan:M 
• Special student off er. To apply, come by 
THE1:LAN" our booth on campus or call 1 800 438-8627. 
0 1993AT&.T 
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BAD RELIGION continued from R3 
in nme to see Green Day. They are a great pop-punk 
band from California, specifically the Berkelv area. 
Sadlv. Jlough, the crowd turned this show mto less 
ct _wnat It could have oeen. Green Day is defimtelv 
not meant for big snows like this. This past spnng, 
Green Day played at Club Nowhere and put on one 
of the happiest and coolest shows with a great 
crowd-a huge contrast to Friday night's turnout. 
Green Day's perfonnance, though, was great, illu-
minated by songs such as, "Christie Road," "Wel-
come to Paradise," and "Going to Pasalacqua." 
Unfortunately, the fans down front seemed more 
interested in starting fights and hurting each other 
than enjoying amazing pop punk. This misfortune 
goes hand-in-hand with Green Day's signing on 
Warner Bros., which gives them greater national 
recognition. But to set things straight, Green Day is 
not a sellout for signing to a major label. According 
to several punk rock "experts" from the Berkely 
area, Green Day fans can be secure that the music 
won't change (proof shown in a new song they 
PRINCIPLES of SOU(\D RETIREi\lENT IN\' ESTING 
IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS 
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF 
THROUGH RETIREMENT. 
Think about supporting yourself for twenty-five, thirty years or longer 
in retirement. It might be the greatest 
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately, 
you have one valuable asset in your 
favor. Time. 
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral. 
Time for your money to grow. 
But starting early is key. Consider this: 
if you begin saving just $100 a month at 
age thirty, you can accumulate $154,031 * 
by the time you reach age sixty-five. 
Wait ten years andyou'd need to set aside 
$211 a month to reach the same goal. 
At TIAA-CREF, we not only under-
stand the value of starting early, we 
can help make it possible-with flexible 
retirement and tax-deferred annuity 
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment 
choices, and a record of personal 
service that spans 75 years. 
Over a million people in education 
and research are already enrolled in 
America's largest retirement system. 
Find out how easy it is to join them. Call 
today and learn how simple it is to put 
yourself through retirement when you 
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side. 
Start pl4nning your future. C11.U our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888. 
75 years of ensuring the future 
for those who shape it~M m. 
•A.r.ruming an inlfru/ ralf of 6. 50% credited lo TIAA Retirtmtnl Annutiiu Thi.r ra~e £! u.reJ .roMy IP JhoM• the po_u•er anJ t//ut_o/ compounJLf:!I· LoM'!r or higher ratu woufJ 
product very Ji/feren/ rau//J, CREF arlt/tea/uarf d£J/r16u1,J by TIAA-CREF lnd11•1Juaf anJ ln.r/1/u/1onaf Savi.cu. 
played that was amazing) and the band is still cool, 
friendly guys who can now make a livirn! doing what 
they love. Thinkaboutit. Keepinmind-maJorlabel 
debut for Green Day due out in Februarv. 
The closer and headlinmg bano was Bad 
Relig10n. They played a long, powertul set high-
lighted by songs like, "American Jesus,'' "Recipe for 
Hate," and "No Control." The band, made up of Greg 
Graffin on vocals, Jay Bentley on bass, Mr. Brett on 
guitar, Greg Hetson on gliitar and Peter Finestone on 
drums, put on an excellent stage show. The five-
piece band had the stage full of energy and definitely 
kept the crowd active. Greg Graffin was jumping all 
over the stage, singing and acting out the songs with 
discrete gestures. They closed up the set with a 
power-packed version of "Atomic Garden." Bad 
Religion is on tour for its newest album, "Recipe for 
Hate," available from Epitaph Records. And as a 
word to the wise, let's keep punk rock punk rock and 
not let corporate bullshit make it something it's not. 
•Craig Mazer/Revelation Writer 
& Justin Best/Revelation Photographer 
< 
( 
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Hey you ever watched a movie and just said, "What the hell?" stupid, mannequins. 
It always involves a story where your friend is not your friend butrather The film moves along with cliche; story twists and subtle subplots 
your enemy and people are taking advantage of you, saying behind your back, which, for their simple complex-
"What a schmuck!" ity, almost overtake the entire 
It's a movie 'where your wife film. In one part involving an 
is not as loving as you think. answering service and a scotch-
Where your best friend is doing loving, free-wheeling mother-in-
whathe shouldn't be doing. And law, the film tended to skip a 
where your school janitor be- scene concerning the origin of a 
comes a raving, homicidal ma- certain "Dr. Lillienfield," whose 
ni ac. ,.,.,.,.,.;.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,, ..... ,.-.,.,.,.,.,.,.;.·.·-: :-:-:-·-:·:·:-:····-:·:·:-·.,.,.,.,.·.·-:-:·:·:-:-.. ·-:-:-·-· ... ,.,.;. exp 1 o i ts tie to-
about her hus- ter loses mental 
band not being in any love control where lovers, enemies, 
scenes, Kidman was quite the and all animal friends are con-
one to get naked in her new film, cemed. Bald win am using! y over-
and she generally acted like a plays his arrogance as a brilliant 
bitch. In fact, both she and Alec two-faced <loctor/stud/alcoholic-
:~: 
ry; ,·,·. 
Baldwin got so hot and heavy in loser who romps in the bed with his cheerleading squad and professes his God 
the film I was wondering if Tom Cruise and Kim Basinger w·ould start an affair complex to his fellow peers. Pullman, on the other hand, is the reciprocal dung 
of their own off-screen just to get back at their spouses. heap in these proceedings, but ends up kicking everyone's butt. 
Well, back to the less-than-sufficient and more-than-a-little-confusing Now what was I talking about? I don't seem to remember. 
plot, which involved serial rapists, ovarian medical operations, million dollar •Tim Wassberg 
lawsuits, rough sex, multiple murders, screwed-up little kids and clever, yet Entertainment Editor 
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS 




ORLANDO SOUTH ORLANDO 
2901 E. COLONIAL DRIVE 8114 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL 
( 407) 894-1700 ( 407) 855-000 I 
1. ·A dist0nt relative died. and I hod to go 
to th; funeral.· -GOOD (Bui, be sure you 
make up the relative, because if you use a 
real person and that person dies than you'll 
feel really bcd.J 
2. ·1 was very very 111: -GOOD 
3. "Whtie off campus visiting my sick 
grandmother. I got a fiat tire. "-GOOD 
I I died ·-BAD CNot only will this create 
immediate suspicion. but ii is very dirticult 
lo prove.) 
2. ·1 was very very 111 because I wasnea 
down a bo111e of tequila with a 00111e o 
vodka. and spent most or the nigh~ pro,ectile 
vom1t1ng: -BAD (Too much detail J 
3. -vour lectures ore so boring they maKe -ne 
wont to run from your classroom. scream ng. 
and slit my wnsts ·-BAD (Honest, but bad ) 
Electric and Acoustic I 
GUI!~!'.2gin~~~?N8 II 
·Learn What the Pros Know• 
In a Step-by-Step • 
Easy to Understand Method I 
Rick Ellis (407) 62~ 
"l 
Express yourself. Expose corruption. Make 
connections. Crusade for justice. 
Write for the Central Florida Future. Make 
a difference. 
Free Hot Dogs 
$1 Drafts during game 
7 rce cold 




Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-7 Free 
Shuffle Board 
3030 N. Goldenrod 
Between University & Goldenrod 
678-7755 Only 5 minutes away from campus 
14 million reasons ·L to find a cure. 
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1993 
10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
UNIV. OF CEN. FLA. ARENA 
Alafaya Trail & Univ. Blvd. 
( 407) 823-3070 
1000's of LP's & CD's For Sale . 
Oldies, Punk, Jazz, Rock, Metal, Soundtracks, 
New Wave, etc., both New and Used. 
Plus Posters, T-Shlrts, Buttons, 45's & Cassettes. 
ADMISSION $2.00 
For more information: (407) 282-9540 
(904) 373-1!61 Gainesville (dealers) 
NEVER TOO LATE. 
Think you missed the Graduate Record Exam deadline? Think again. With 
the new on-demand GRE,~ you could be taking the rest tomorrow. And see 
your score the instant you finish. Score reports are mailed 10 to 15 days 
later , in plenry of rime for most schools' deadlines. Call now for insranr 
registration. (ij§} Educational Testing Service 
~Sylvan Technology Centers® 
Part of the Syluan learning Center Network 
t-800-GRE-A.S.A.P 
p eppiffa-' & 
100 C 
. A Ristorante Italiano 
arngan venue 
2 miles north of UCF on the corner of Alafaya Trail and Carrigan Avenue 
SERVING LUNCH BETWEEN 11 a.m. & 2:30 p.m. M-F 
BUFFET LUNCH ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
$5.95 
SERVING DINNER AT 5 p.m. EVERY NIGHT 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 365-4774 (TAKE OUT IS AVAILABLE) 
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Pierce kicks up some dirt and fills some big shoes 
By TOM JAMES 
Contributing Reporter 
consecutive extra JX>ints with 112. 
Grilla, now UCF's kicking coach, has some words of 
advice for Pierce. 
"He shouldn 'ttry to put himself in that JX>sition of walking 
Until three years ago, the shape of the ball that Charlie in someone else's footsteps," Grilla said ofhis heir awarent. 
Pierce had been kicking was round. Its colors: black and ''He's good enough on his own to start anywhere." 
white. And its destination was the back of a net Unlike Grilla, though, Pierce will have to handle all of 
But when a football coach at Lakeland Senior High UCF'slegworksinceheassumesfullpuntingdutiesaswell. 
School approached Pierce during his senior year and "He really had an edge overthe other punters," said Grilla 
persuaded him to tryout for top place kicking duties on the of Pierce's perfonnance in summer practices. "There is; lot 
football team, everything changed. of work involved in doing both, tho~gh. 1:-iey are two totally 
"I had been playing soccer my whole life," said Pien;e. different styles." . 
"But the coach wanted to give me a tryout" Pierce's mentor believes in the young kicker's ability, but 
Chosen immediately by the ooaches from that tryout, hopes the long, arduous seruDn doesn't wear on him too 
Pierce quit soccer and devoted his time to rooting the much down the road. · 
brown pigskin through y~~ow goal JX>sts. "He has the talent to do both, but it's a long season with 
Now, the red-shirt freshman steps in for the Knights many, many practices," Grilla said. "I'm wonied about 
where Franco Grilla, the school's all-time leading scorer, the durability of his back and his legs. Your muscles can 
left off last year. So how is the new man on the squad get worn out.'' 
resJX>ndingtopressure? Pierce has rootedfouroffivefield "Being in top shape can't hurt you, it can only help you," 
goals and eight of nine extra JX>int attempts. said Grilla ~ 
Or, how is Pierce handling the questions about him Pierce is also making adjustments to the absence of a tee 
starting as a freshman or about following the university's on field goals and extra JX>ints. 
premier kicker. 'The biggest difference is kicking off the ground,'' said 
''Thereissomepressure,"hesaid. "Butit'snotthatbad. Pierce, woose 52-yard field goal at ~eland Senior is a 
It helps to follow a great kicker." school record. "You can't use a tee in college." 
And a great kicker Grilla was. Grilla's 302 career- And if this criminal justice major's aim is true and 
Place kicker Charlie Pierce ponders his role for JX>ints is tops on the school's all-time list, and during his consistent this season, perhaps the rest of the kicking game 
the 1993 UCF Golden Knights. (DeHooglFUTURE) senioryearhebroketheNCMDivision 1-AAreoortlfor will be equally good . 
DEFENSE from page 28 The defense did a lot of things "It's a credit to the defensive McCrone gives credit to an un- one of the best offensive football 
right in the 22-3 UCF victory, in- staff,especiallyRonMcCrone[de- usual place, UCF's offensive teams everyday in practice." 
ButagainstMcNeese State, they 
had a lot to prove. 
"We have 11 guys who can 
play football," saidseniorfreesafety 
Todd Burks. "We watched a lot of 
films this week. I think 11 guys just 
came together. We 're just tryingtO 
do evet)'thing right." 
eluding blocking a field goal at- fensive coordinator]," said head .coaches. Mccrone knows the So, what now? 
tempt, snagging one interception, coachGeneMcDowell. ''They cut Knights' defense is accustomed to "We need to use this momen-
sacking Cowboys quarterback outalotofthegameplanwe'dbeen facing one of the nation's top of-
Keny Josephfourtimesandrecov- using and our players played like fenses. 
ering three fumbles. Both coaches they knew what they were doing." "Give all the credit to the kids . 
and players attribute this week's ''The simplicity of our game and the offensive coaches on our 
success to the new game plan and plan is a big help," said senior side. They've got to out-perfonn 
philosophy. · defensive end David Nelson. the other team. And we go against 
Apple Macintosh 
SlyleWriter~ 11. 1277 
---1 ' . ,. 
Penonatt!r~~~;--· ---------_,_ __ 
tum ·and improve on it," Nelson 
said. "We need to build on this 
win." And, of course, they know it 
isn't going to get any easier. But, 
the Knights are prepared just to get 
better. 
Right now, you can get a great price on an Apple~ printer for your 
Macintosh~ So you'll be able to print sharp, professional-looking papers 
right there in your room - without having to wait around at the com-
puter lab. You can even get special financing with the Apple Computer 
Loan~ See your Apple Campus Reseller today. And discover the '-
power more college students prefer. The power to be your bese ·~ 
For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building 
Open 8:30am -4:30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am • 4:00 pm 
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226 
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Stamina is the key for Tiffany Hill's cross country success 
Tiffany Hill puts her best foot forward, contributing 
to th'e Knights' success this season. (DeHoogtFUTURE) 
D Cross country runner Tiffany 
Hill contributes to a young, 
growing and evolving team. 
ByPATKARSNICK 
Contributing Reporter 
Cross-coWitry running requires detennination, self-
discipline and an incredible amount of stamina 
Tiffany Hill has proven she has all of the above. As 
a freshman, she led the Lady Knights to a third-place 
finish in the Trans America Athletic Conference in 1992 
and was named to the all-conference team. 
Hill, from Seminole, Fla., started running six years 
ago when she joined the Seminole High School track 
team as a freshman. 
''My sister didn't want to go out for the track team 
alone; she asked me to .try out with her, and I've been 
running ever since," says Hill. Ever since, Hill has been 
leading the way. This year, she's expected to lead a 
young team to a possible regional berth. 
"Everyone has really worlced hard over the sum-
mer and really helped the team out a lot," said Hill, who 
kept in shape by running five miles every day to get 
ready. · 
This year, the LOOy Knights are a very yoWig team 
composed mainly of freshmen and sophomores. 
'This year our team is very strong. We are setting 
our goals to make it to the regionals at Funnan. We have 
two very strong fWlilers in Tiffany Hill and Jeanne 
Lesniak, but we are looking for our other runners to make 
a strong showing and support the team," says coach 
Doug Loftus., 
The team had its first meet Sept. 11 at the Greentree 
Invitational in Miami. The Knights finished second of 
fiveteams,andHillfinished 10th, witi1atimeof20:45for 
five kilometers. 
"I was surprised at how well she did," said Loftus. 
"I really pushed the team hard in practice the week before 
the meet, I thought Tiffany would have been tired, but she 
ran above my expectations for the first meet." 
"I think we have a really good team and a really 
good coach; we should end up with a good standing at the 
end of the season," says Hill. 
Hill is majoring in special education and would 
like to work with the physically handicapped. When she 
finishes college, she plans on running for recreation only. 
Worl<lng with the disabled takes hard work, deter-
mination and self-discipline. This is something that 
Tiffany Hill has learned from running and will keep with 
her the rest of her life. 
T'-.BVANEY'S 
"ORTS PUB AND EATERY 
· . ;ll~l!!~t~l~lllllJll~llllllll\llil~l~lll!lll!Jll1111~~ll Student Spee ial ! ! !]!l:l~l~l!~lllllill~"ll~l~l!jj!~lilll!llllll~l 
THE FIT!IEllll 
~ttMME~TlttM 
WHO: UCF Golden 
Knights (2-1) vs. Yale 
, Bulldogs (0-2) 




Monday Hite Football Special 
~- WASHINGTON AT t.f/A!.f/ .!;JftJ 
- ··~ b-~ 
• 
* $4.50 Pitcher Budweiser 
*$1.00 Hot Dogs 
a • 
*Prizes and Giveav1ays 
7660 University Blvd (Goodings Shopping Center) 
(407) 679-6600 
11 :00 A.M. 






1501 Alafaya Trail 
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m. 
Sunday Masses: 




• Friendly Atmosphere 
• Personal Training 
• Computer Fitness Testing 
,----.FREE----, 
• Co-F.d facility 
•Free Weii~hts 
•Aerobics 
I ENROLLMENT WITH I • Exercise 1:ycles 
I ANY ANNUAL I • Stairclimhers 
•Turbo Bikes I PROGRAM WITH Tms I 
' I COUPON STUDENTS I • Sprint Circuit Training 














1-:1rNEss o F • 
CONNlECT/ON ~ o '. -~ 
. R - E S Ny E. COLONIALDR./STATF. RD.SO ~ ~ 
D 
HOURS " 
MON-THURS 6 AM-11 PM FRiDAY 6 AM-10 PM 
SATURDAY 9 AM-8 PM SUNDAY 12 PM-5 PM 












Queen $69. each 
ALL NEW MERCHANDISE 
SAME DAV FREE DELIVERY 
WHERE: Aorida Citrus 
Bowl 
SERIES RECORD: First 
meeting 
LAST WEEK: UCF shut 
down McNeese State 22-3. 
The Knights swanned the 
Cowboys and collected 
five turnovers, including 
an explosive 72-yard 
fumble recovery by Todd 
Burks. Charlie Pierce 
connected on three field 
goals an~ Willie English 
scampered in on a one-
yard touchdown. Mean-
while ; Yale fell to Con-
necticut 25-14. 
BULLDOGS BANTER: 
Yale's two touchdows last 
week came via the pass. 
Quarterback Steve Mills is 
the Bulldogs' main threat. 
This game will be a 
homecoming of sorts for 
six Yale players who hail 
from Florida. 
ON THE AIR: WGTO-
AM 540, with the pre-
game show beginning at 1 
p.m., and WUCF-FM 
89.9, with the pre-game 












FOOTBALL from page 28 
McNeese State time and time again 
The defense rose to the occasion 
on McNeese State's first possession 
as the Cowboys drove down the 
field. Freshman defensive tackle 
Tavares Tate made the big play, re-
covering a fumble and rumbling 72 
yams almost to the end zone. 
"When I picked it up, I thought I 
was gone,'' said Tate. 
The offense stalled, and Charlie 
Pierce was called in to connect on a 
34-yardfieldgoal,givingtheKnights 
an early 3-0 lead. McNeese State 
came right back and penetrated UCF 
tenitory, but their 30-yard field goal 
attempt was partially blocked by de-
fensive-end Greg Jefferson. 
Jefferson and the Knights' de-
fense were all over Cowboys quar-
terbacks Kerry Joseph and Eric 
Acheson Joseph was sacked four 
times, including tWice by defensive-
end David Nelson . 
UCF's offense got back on track 
with a 13-play, 86-yard drive. Full-
back Willie English punched it in 
fromone-yardoutandpushedUCF's 
advantage to 10-0. 
English rushed for 58 yards, while 
freshman tailback Mike Huff added 
56 yards 011 12 canies. Fullbacks 
Gerod Davis and Donald Huzzie 
combinedfor45yardsontheground. 
UCF's strong ru!111ing situation 
pleased McDowell. 
"We've got some legitimate 
threats. They can all run with the 
footballaftertheycatchitorafteryou 
hand it to them," McDowell said. 
But, it wasn't the running game 
nor the offense that set the tone forthe 
second ·half. UCF's aggressive de-
fense rested up at halftime and came 
outstonning. Casein point McNeese 
State's first possession of the third 
quarter. The Cowboys were harassed 
by Jefferson and Nelson, culminat-
ingin Bwks' interceptionofaJoseph 
pass. 
Following a UCF turnover, Bwks 
would come up with the biggest play 
ofthegame,recoveringafumbleand 
breaking away for a 71-yanl touch-
down run. The last time the Knights 
recovered a loose ball and turned it 
into six was during the 1982 season. 
Field goals, including 24- and 26-
yard efforts by Pierce, highlighted 
the rest of the scoring. But again, the 
defense was the story. While 
McDowell credited defensive coor-
dinator Ron McCrone and his staff, 
Mccrone gave the accolades to the 
players. 
"We're going to give all the credit 
to our kids; they were fired up. We 
turned them loose and let them play,'' 
Mccrone said. 
Mccrone also echoed 
McDowell's statements of the game 
being a confidence booster for the 
Knights young defense. Now, UCF 
will prepare for Yale. They '11 do so 
buoyed by the emotionally-satisfy-
ing corralling of the McNeese State 
Cowboys. 
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A Rockin' Rally with prizes and fun 
By JENNY DUNCANSON 
Sports Editor 
All right Knights, get ready 
to rock. Central Florida's 
Rocldn' Rally for United Way 
will take place during 
Saturday's Golden Knights 
game with the Yale Univer-
sity Bulldogs. UCFhas never 
met this Ivy League contender, 
and the gridiron action prom-
ises to be exciting. But other 
activities tied to the game will 
make this an all-day fund 
raiser. 
The proceeds from the 
game will be split between 
UCF and the United Way. 
UCF Athletic Director Steve 
Sloan said the ticket goal was 
to sell out the lower bowl of 
the Florida Citrus Bowl, ap-
proximately 50,000 seats. 
Carolina Malone, Assistant 
Director for the United Way 
Communication Marketing Di-
vision, said this is the first time 
the organization has been in-
volved with this type of event, 
and it has high hopes for a good 
outcome. 
"We' re thankful U CF has 
offered to give us half the ticket 
sales," Malone said. "We hope 
to gain community awareness 
. and raise money through this 
event." 
A tailgate party at Tinker 
Field will kick off the day at 11 
a.m. The party will feature food 
and entertainment, including the 
World'sWorstMarchingBand. 
Tickets for the tailgate party are 
$6, $5 for the Alumni tailgate 
party. Faculty and staff with a 
game ticket and an ID can enjoy 
the barbecue for free. 
TAT~ + . .,...  .,.. ,,_,, 
.... ·1 ·1 ... i '. 
• ·~ : .. :.~~X· • 
Meanwhile, the game begins 
at 1 :30 p.m. Half-time enter-
tainment wHl include the UCF 
marching band, sky divers, day-
time fireworks and characters 
from local attractions. There 
will also be prize packages given 
away. 
As an extra incentive to get 
students to the game, certain 
prizes aimed directly at students 
will be raffled, ranging from 
shirts and pompons to a game 
road trip or bookstore vouch-
ers. 
The Cheyenne Saloon at 
Church Street Station will host 
the post-game party. 
The game is free to students 
and children under age 15. 
Single-game reserved seats are 
$10, and general admission 
seats are $6. The post-game 
party is free for everyone with a 
t- o~ 
!.... ~ .............. 
With Visa© you 'II be accepted at more than 
ticket stub, which students will 
receive on their way through 
the gates, or they can use their . 
ID to gain admission . 
UCF President John Hitt said 
the university's involvement in 
the United Way helps fulfill 
one of his goals for the univer-
sity, leading the nation in com-
munity service. 
"The United Way is a great 
cause," Hitt said, "and I saw 
this as a good opportunity for 
U CF to help them out." 
Knights' head coach Gene 
McDowell said he hoped the 
event would bring a lot of people 
to the game, and he hoped the 
action would bring people back. 
Both sides hope the rally is ben-
eficial; for the United Way, 
money fortheirmany programs; 
for UCF, more support for our 
football team. 
: 
I 0 million places, nearly three times more than American Express. 
And that's not a misprint . 
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~ 
...__----------------------------------CVisaUSAlnc.1993 




8:00 a.m . UDR 
RSVP x2·165 
. . 
•Crime Prev. Fair 
SC Green 
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
~ •Jazz]am 
f;,_~ 7 :00 p.m. SCA 
~call X2165 for info 
f.nterested in HelPinsi PeoPle 
and Getting PAID? 
APPIY for a Peer Education 
Out-Reach Position ·Today!_ 
Peer Education Out-Reach is looking for a few good People to: 
*enthusiastically work as a Part-time Peer educator 
*Present to hiah school and college students about: 
HIU-AIDS · 
safer sex 
. substance abuse and 
sexual assault 
*host safer sex Parties 
*attend events and conferences 
Pick UP your aPPlication today at the Health Resource Center 
and return by October 1st or call 823-5841 for more info. I 
Wolff system tanning at 
Tan-Fastique 
Tanning Salon 
10 Visits for $25.00 
· (sign up a friend and get 2 visits free) 
We also do: 
.. 
• Acrylic Nails ~ 
• Infra-Slim Body Wrap 
Reedy Plaza• 10376 E. Colonial · 6 4 
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-9p.m. 2 8 2• 0 2 
Saturday 9a.m. 6 p.m. 
Licensed & Certified #T-50-93 Massage Therapist #MA 0011430 
· ------------------








A Name Change 
Uncontested Dissolution 
. . 
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representation in 
certain legal areas for qualified UCF sludents. 
For informatio~ or an appointmenf · 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the Student Center 
Room 210 
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Funded through Activity & Service Fee 
by the Student Government Association 
·----~-------~~~~~~~--~~-----------~· ------------------------------
Get the Picks From the Pros in Vegas! 
~Updated Every Day ~
~CALL NOi/ti/i ~ 
1 ·900-737·2828 lxt. 330 
($2.00 per minute) .. 
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Is your favorite sport hockey or baseball or ... ? 
September. What a glorious month. Fall 
is here, Cllristmas is just around the corner 
and I'm dreaming of white ice and hockey 
pucks. Yes, it's time once again for the best 
sports season of the year. It's hockey time . 
Pull out your mittens and head down to the 
local rink. This is true action Athletic com-
petition at its best. 
Now, there are some people, like Mr. 
Trivial Trylko over there, who beg to dis-
agree. It appears some poll didn 'tlisthockey 
amongthemostpopularsports. Exactly who 
did they ask? Most any Northerner will tell 
you hockey is the world's greatest sport. We 
snow biitls are only begirming to share our 
most beloved treasure with Dixieland. True, 
it has taken hockey a while to get a foothold 
South of the Mason-Dixon Line, only be-
cause lakes here don't freere over in the 
winter. But the Tampa Bay Lightning and 
AoridaPantheiswillsoonhaveeverytanned 
Aoridian filing into arenas to see the beauti-
ful grace and immense power of five 250-
pound skaters on a power play. 
Maybe Trivial is just jealous due to his 
lack of grace on the ice. What sport does he 
choose as his favorite? Baseball? (I think 
he's been hit with too many foul balls.) 
Now, I like baseball. I went to some 
Orlando Cubs games this summer. I fol-
lowed UCF'sDiamorxlKrughtstotheNCAA 
tournament But, come on, the world's great-
est sport? Let us compare. 
Hockey: Constantaction, the clock rarely 
stops. 
Baseball: No clock. The officials wouldn't 
want you to koow how long it takes a pitcher 
to throw one ball. 
Hockey: Movement, no one is ever idle. 
Baseball: Count it, how many times in an 
inning do you see the center fielder move? 
It's a bunch of men standing around waiting 
for one guy to hit a ball. 
Hockey: Physical action Abuse of the 
opponent is encouraged. 
Baseball: One guy has a weapon, but he 
doesn't get to use it on anyone. What's fair 
about that? 
Hockey: Manon Rheaume, goalie for the 
Tampa Bay Lightning. 
Baseball: No woman in her right mind 
would play a boring sport. 
Hockey: Unpredictable. Hoc!cey is diffi-
A couple weeks back, a survey was 
released listing Americans' favorite and 
least-liked sports. Thedislikelistseemed 
accurate, with golf and boxing ranking 
high. Mean-
space to object to baseball realigning its 
divisions because I don't want to see the 
game alter its beauty. And, baseball is 
compelling because of its strategy, not 
its violence. 
It's too bad ~.fs. Duncanson finds 
interest in hockey players clubbing their 
opponents to, often at times, bloody 
conclusions. Graceful? I don't think so. 
Baseball is bunting and sliding, 
fastballs and sunflower seeds, Wrigley 
Field and Fenway Park. Greedy owners 
and players have crept into its action, 
but the game is still loved by a nation. 
Hockey can't say the same. 
cult to watch on 
television be-
cause the cam-




Hockey's interest is limited, with 
few tuning in to watch its championship 
games. Meanwhile, baseball's pennant 
races culminate into the ultimate 162-
game drama. Further, the World Series 





pitcher is going 
to throw the ball. 
And everyone 
knows if the bat-
ter hits it. he's 
going to run to 
first, then sec-
ond, you koow 
the rest. 
while, acting, 
i.e. the World 
Wrestling 
Federation, 
topped the list 
(though defi-















Ms. Duncanson ridicules the game's 
action. Apparently, she doesn't truly 
understand the sport. Sure, 24 runs don't 
cross the plate during a typical game. 
But, it's the little things that make base-
ball great. 
The suicide squeeze, the hit and run, 
pinch hitters :!r.G rel fr~ ;>itshcrs and the 
list goes on. The game has been with us 
since the mid 1800s and has survived 
several wars. Why? Because it endures. 
Because it's baseball. 
I could go 
on about how 
hockey is the 
only sport in 
which the refs 
'-------------------'the survey 
Chilly arenas and no-name hockey 
players can't eclipse the essence of a 
come-from-behind in the last at-bat vic-
tory. Or, the towering home run swing 
of Barry Bonds orof a rousing rendition 
of the national anthem at any ball park in 
baseball. takeabusedaily, whereplayersgetejected 
for real penalties (like trying to take a refs 
head off, not just yelling in his face) and 
where teams have cool n~es, like the 
Mighty Ducks. (Brewers are not cool). 
Sorry Trivial, once again, you are offi-
cially off-base. Stand and cheer, hockey 
fans, those baseball buffoons don't know 
where the real action is. 
prompts our 
discussion on favorite sports, and mine 
without a doubt is baseball. Hey, Ms. 
Duncanson, I'm not knocking hockey. I 
like the icy-cool sport. But, the action is 
blinded by violence, and thus does not 
deserve the moniker "America's pas-
time." By the way Ms. Duncanson, that 
is how baseball is referred to. 
About two weeks ago, I used· this 
Ms. Duncanson, remember, hockey 
didn't make that survey of America's 
most liked sports. We can't all be wrong. 
It's time to end this column and rip 
open a pack of seeds and see if San 
Francisco gained on Atlanta today. Un-
til next week, remember, the sports beat 
goes on! 
Have you discovered the Great Western Bank ATM by the Administration Building? 
You can get cash 24 hours a day, 7 days a week It will accept any ATM card that bears 
a CIRRUS~ STAR SYSTEM\!) or PLUS"' symbol. There's no charge when you use a Great 
Western Bank ATM card at our ATMs. To get your card, simply open a checking account 
with us. Great Western.We'll always be there'."Cmi. 
GRFATWESTERN BANK 
A Federal Sa\1ngs Bank and a Gr<'Jt Western Financial Company Member FDIC 
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Golden Knights lasso the Cowboys in defensive. win, 22-3 
By TRACE TRYLKO 
Sports Editor 
Confidence. The UCF Golden Knights 
boosted theirs with a 22-3 victory over the 
McNeese State Cowboys Saturday at the 
Florida Citrus Bowl before an announced 
crow~ of 10,759. 
UCFs impressive victory over the vis-
iting Cowooys is due in large part to a. 
strong petfonnance by the defen.5e. The 
Knights capitalized on five Cowboys turn-
oveis, including a 71-yanl fumble return 
by senior free-safety Todd Burks. 
"It was the first time we played a great 
game on defense in the last two yeais," 
head coach Gene McDowell said. The 
defense held the IOOlranked team in Divi-
sion I-AA to just three points and stymied 
The McNeese State Cowboys were unable to do much against a relentless UCF 
FOOTBALL continued page 25 defense Saturday at the Florida Citrus Bowl. (DeHoogJFUTURE) 
Despite tough TAAC opponents, UCF's 
soccer teams are in position to win it all 
By ANPREW VARNON 
Staff Writer 
The soccer season is four weeks 
old, and UCF's teams are right 
about where one might have pre-
dicted. Going in to last weekend, 
the men's team was 1-3-1. Mean-
while, the Lady Knights are 3-3. 
The T AAC race in women's 
soccersbouldbeanexclusiveevent 
Afewteamswilldominate.Florida 
International University is the fa-
vorite. They aretheonlynationally 
ranked women 'ssoccerteaminthe 
TAAC. 
Mercer, Florida Atlantic 
University and Centenary will 
be also-rans. Centenary hasn't 
faced a legitimate opponent yet. 
The schedule for Mercer's Lady 
Bears, on the other hand, is 
way over their heads, and their 
record shows it. Florida Atlan-
tic has already been dumped by 
FIU. 
Stetson and the College of 
VOLLEYBALL @ STETSON 
Sept. 22 
UCF def. Stetson 15-6, 15-5, 15-4 
VOLLEYBALL VS FLORIDA 
INTENA TIONAL Sept. 23 
Charleston should be the punching 
bagsoftheTAAC.ThisisStetson's 
first season competing in women's 
soccer. Meanwhile, College of 
Charleston has been outscored 41-
4 in their first six games. 
The Lady Knights will face FIU 
on the road Oct 22. That game 
shoulddecidetheconference. GoOO 
news for UCF fans: the Lady 
Knights have never lost to FIU, 
winning all I 0 of the past contests 
between the two teams. 
In the men's bracket, the race 
will be much closer. Again, FIU 
willfactorinhighly. FIU'smenare 
ranked 7th in the South region 
College of Charleston is ranked 
one notch above FIU in the South 
at 6th. 'Ireyhavebeaten Vamerbilt 
and UNC-Oiarlotte, but haven't 
played any TAAC teams yet. 
Stetson is an upstart, the only unde-
feated team in the T AAC, but their 
wins over Georgia State and Cen-
tenary may be fairly meaningless. 
Florida Atlantic's nanuw win 
Sept. 25 
over the Knights will help their 
cause~ but it may not be indicative 
of their quality of play. It was the 
young Knights' first game. Since 
then UCF has defeated a Mercer !fl ' . ::::::: 
team thatFAU lost to. ~)~ 
Centeruuy's only claim-to-fame j:l ' 
istheirupsetoverFIU. 'Irey should !:!~::: 
be a flash in the pan. Meanwhile, I[[  · 
3{.~~~~ l;1 ''""···:m.:.:,•»·;~.""'1'·; . .,,. 
TAAC. Theyonlylost I-Oto 1992 
NCAA runner-up Duke in their 
first game. However, their two 
T AAC losses may have already 
buried them. 
With all that jumble, the Knights 
can surely re the authois of their 
own destiny. It's anyone's game at 
this pomt, and this young UCF 
team will only get better as they 
work theirwaythroughtheirsched-_ 
ule.So, UCFssoccerteamsareon 
track to compete in the T AAC. 
Final: BARRY 3, UCF2 
UCF goals: Varga, Hoover 
UCF in the net: Brann 
Women's Jump-Andrea Gaytan-1st 
Men's Slalom-Doug Ross-1st 
Men's Jump-John Swanson-1st 
The Knights squandered a 2-1 lead 
before Barry charged back to. wrench 
away the victory. 
UCF Record: 2-3 
UCF def. Fl. Int'l 15-5, 15-2, 15-1 
VOLLEYBALL VS NICHOLLS ST. 
Sept.24 
WOMEN'S GOLF@ LADY 
SUNSHINE INVITATIONAL @ 
DAYTONA BEACH 
The Knights strolled to the victory, 
beating their closest competitiors 1,000. 
Along with the win, two national records 
fell at thehands of UCF. John Swanson 
broke his own record with a jump of 174 
feet. Doug Ross broke former UCF star 
Ken Ature' s slalom record by scoring a 
3 at 39 1/2 off. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER@ MERCER 
Sept. 26 
' 
UCF def. Nicholls St. 15-0, 15-4, 15-7 
VOLLEYBALL VS. NEW 
ORLEANS 
Sept. 24 
UCF def. New Orleans 15-0, 15-4, 15-7 
MEN'S SOCCER @ UNC 
GREENBORO Sept. 24 
Final: UCF 3, UNCG 3 
UCF goals: Soist:rrrarr@ 22:14 
Wall@ 30:00 assisted by 
Onderko 
Marin @ 117:59 
UCF in the net: Menard 3 goals against, 
5 saves 
Records: UCF 1-2-1, UNCG 4-2-1 
WOMEN'S SOCCER@ BARRY 
UCF team finish: 1st out of 13 
Top UCF finishers: Sanchez 152 (Third) 
The Lady Knights traveled to 
Daytona Beach and trounched 12 
other Southern schoc!s. The 
Knights, led by Sanchez, recorded 
the best one and two round scores en 
route to the victory. 




UCF Men: 1st 
UCF Top Finishers: Women's Tricks-
Liz Lambert-1st 
Women's Slalom-Jen Sheldon-1st 
Final: UCF 2, Mercer 0 
UCF Goals: Geltz @ 46:22 
Kochevar@ 81:43 assisted by 
Schreiner 
UCF in the net: Brann 0 goals allowed, 
9 saves 
UCF record: 3-3 
Amy Geltz-continued her assault on 
T AAC foes as the Lady Knights evened 




Final: UNCC 3, UCF 0 
UCF goals: None 
UCF in the net: Menard 3 goals allowed, 
7 saves 
UCF record: 1-3-1 
Furnble recoveries 
boost UCF's defense 
By JENNY DUNCANSON 
Sports Editor 
1be last two weeks have been rather 
difficult for the Golden Knignts' oefense. 
After sulrpar petfonnances in the fiist two 
games of the year, the defense has .been 
practicing amid comments of''the offense is 
carrying the defense." Critics tried to excuse 
the unit's petfonnance by citing the squad's 
youth. Thirteen of the 22 starters are either 
freshmen or sophomores, and nine of the 
playeis are new to their positions. They lost 
two key playeis in senior strong safeties 
Steve Wright and Shane Law. They were 
forgiven. 
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THURSDAY 
Women's Soccer@ Centenary 3 p.m. 
Volleyball@ College of Charleston 7 p.m. 
FRIDAY 
Volleyball@ Furman (S.C.) Invitational 
vs. Tennessee-Chattanooga 10 
a.m., vs. Xavier 4 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
Volleyball@ Furman Inv. Con't 
vs. UNC-Charlotte 9 a.m. 
vs. Furman 3 p.m. 
Cross Country UCF Invitational 
Football vs. Yale@ Citrus Bowl 1 ;30 p.m. 
Women's Soccer@ Southern Methodist 
2p.m. 
SUNDAY 
Men's Soccer @ Florida International 2 
p.m. 
Women's Soccer@ Texas A&M 1 p.m. 
Compiled by Scott Ginchereau 
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